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Chapter 1 
Acceptance Test Plan Overview 
1.1 GMAT Introduction 
The,information presented in this Acceptance Test Plan clocument shows the current status of the General Mission 
Analysis Tool (GRiIAT). GMAT is a software system developed by NASA Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) 
in collaboration with the private sector. The GhUT development team contin~io-cmly performs acceptance tests in 
order to verify that the software continnes to operate properly after updates are made. The GMAT Development 
team consists of NASA/GSFC Code 583 software clevelopers, NASA/GSFC Code 595 analysts, and contractors 
of varying professions. 
GWIAT was cleveloped to provide a development approach that maintains involvenlent from the private sector 
and academia, encourages collaborative fiinding from m~~ltiple government agencies and the private sector, and 
promotes the transfer of technology fiom government fiinderl research to the private sector. 
GMAT contains many capabilities, such as integrated formation flying modeling and MATLAB compatibility. 
The propagation capabilities in GMAT allow for fidly coupled clynarnics modeling of multiple spncecrnft, in 
any flight re,ke. Other capabilities in GMAT inclucle: user definable coordinate systems, 3-D graphics in any 
coordinate system GhlAT can calculate, 2-D plots, branch commands, solvers, optimizers, GbIAT functions. 
planetary ephemeris sources including DE405, DE200, SLP ancl analytic models, script events, impr~lsive and 
finite maneuver models, and many more. 
GiVIAT runs on Windows, Mac, and Linlur platforms. Both the Graphical User Interface (GUI) and the GMAT 
engine were hnilt and tested on all of the mentioned platforms. GMAT was designed for intnitive ilse from both 
the GUI and with an importable script language sinlilar to  that of MATLAB. 
1.2 Testing Methodology 
Purpose 
GILlAT needs to undergo a series of rigoro-cis tests to validate the nulmerical implementations of its nlodels and 
establish a set of acceptable performance times. The 595 analysts created the acceptance test plan to achieve 
this goal by comparing GRiIAT with flight-operational reference software packages and documenting the resi~lts. 
Results can be reproduced with the initial conditions and software setups presented in this clocllrnent. 
Reference software 
For this comparative study to have merit, GMAT was tested against reliable, trulstworthy, and flight opera- 
tional programs, such as STK-HPOP,STK-Astrogator, Free-Flyer, Swingby, and previous GMAT Blilcls that 
were comparable to the aforementioned programs. To achieve accurate comparison resnlts, each program was 
compared with equivalent, or close to equivalent, test case setups. 
Testing Categories 
The Acceptance Test Plan divides into the following testing categories: Propagation, Calculation Parameters 
[Central body(Cb) anci Coordinate Systeni(CS) dependent], Integrators, Libration Points, Stopping Conditions, 
Delta V? and Performance. 
Scripts Used 
MATLAE scripts were created to make comparisons between GMAT B~ilcls and the reference software. The 
majority of the conlparisons involved taking the difference of the data and extracting the n~axim~lm absolulte 
difference observed over the propagation d~~ration. Scripts were also created to compare performance times 
for individual GMAT test cases to the reference software, The scripts created are as followed: Compari- 
son~Tooll~Tool24V.m~ Compariso~Tooll-Tool2-CS.m, Coniparison_Tooll~Tool2~Cb.m, Comparison-1nteg.m: 
TimeConlparo.m, BuildRunScript-GMAT.nl? C~m~arison~Tooll-Too12-Libr.m, Comparison-StopConcl? and 
STK3.epropagate.m. 
The mser of the semi-automated scripts provides input when requested, in order to perform the script's core 
flmctions. For example, a user that wants to see the position and velocity differences between STK and GMAT 
wordd select a few choices from a menu. Next, the script wollld generate the comparisons based on the report 
iata  available. The semi-automation scripts adhere to the naming conventions outlined in their relevant testing 
category chapter. 
Most of the scripts generate o~ltpi t  in at least one of the foIlowing formats: ASCII, LaTex, MATLAB .mat, 
or Excel .XIS files. The report files are in an ASCII space delimited format and contain the different test case 
parameters oiltputted after propagation. The LaTex files contain the comparison data between two programs 
and provide an easy way to include that data into a PDF document. The .mat and .xis file are two other methods 
used to save the comparison data that proved useful from the software development team. 
The detaiLs of each script ancl how to use them are outlined in the relevant Testing Category section and/or the 
Comparison Scripts Guide section, located in Appendix C. 
1.2.1 Propagation 
The propagation test cases accoumt for various orbits about Earth, as well as other celestial bodies. The main 
propagation parameters to monitor for differences are the position and velocity vectors. The following script was 
genernted to perform the comparisons for thii category: 
Comparison-Tooll-Too12-CS .m 
See the Propagators section (Chapter 2) for more detail and comparison res~llts. 
1.2. TESTllIrG IWETHODOLOGY s...., 
1.2.2 Calculation Parameters 
The calculation parameter test cases verify the internal calculations used to output the various parameters pre- 
sented in the l i t  below. This section consists of two sabsections: Coordinate System(CS) and Centrd Body(Cb) 
dependent parameters. The following scripts were generated to perform the comparisons for this testing category: 
Comparison-Tooll-Too12-CS.m & Comparison-Tooll-Tool2-Cb.m 
r Coordihate Systems 
- Earth Fixed 
-. Earth Mean 52000 Equator (MJ2000Eq) 
- Earth Mean J2000 Ecliptic (hIJ2000Ec) 
- Earth Mean of Date Equator (MODEq) 
- Earth Mean of Date Ecliptic (MODEc) 
- Earth True of Date Equator (TODEq) 
.- Earth True of Date Ecliptic (TODEq) 
- Earth Geocentric Solar Ecliptic (GSE) 
- Earth Geocentric Solar Magnetic (GSM) 
- Mars Fixed 
- Mars MJ2000Eq 
- Mars MJ2000Ec 
- Mercnry Fixed 
- Mercury MJ2000Eq 
- Mercury MJ2000Ec 
-- Moon Fixed 
- Moon MJ2000Eq 
- Moon hiJ2000Ec 
-- Neptune Fixed 
- Neptune MJ2000Eq 
-- Neptune bIJ2000Ec 
- Phito Fixed 
-- Pluto MJ2000Eq 
- Pluto MJ2000Ec 
- Saturn Fixed 
Satnrn MJ2000Eq 
- Saturn MJ2000Ec 
-- Urmls  Fixed 
- Uranus bIJ2000Eq 
- Uranns hIJ2000Ec 
- Venus Fixed 
- Venus MJ2000Eq 
- Venus MJ2000Ec 
0 Coordinate Systenl Parameters 
- Position (X,Y,Z) 
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--- ';ielocity(X,Y ,Z) 
- 1LIagnitude of Velocity 
- Right Ascension of Velocity 
- Specific Angular Momentum 
-- Argument of Perinpsis 
-- Declination 
- Declination of Velocity 
- Inclination 
- Right Ascension 
--- Right Ascension of Ascending Node 
D Central Body Parameters 
- Altitucle 
- Beta Angle 




- Specific Angular Momenturn1 
-- Mean Anomaly 
--- Mean Motion 
- Period 
- Apoapsis Radiurs 
-- Perigee Radius 
--- Position Magnitude 
- Senli-nmjor Axis 
- True Anomaly 
- Semilatus Rectum 
-- Apoapsis Velocity 
--- Periapsis velocity 
- Greenwich Hour Angle 
- Local Sidereal Time 
See the Calculation Parameters Section (Chapter 3) for more detail and comparison res~ilts. 
1.2.3 Integrators 
The integator test cases isolate the differences that wollld occurr when changing the integrators for the same 
orbit. The following script was generated to ~er form the test case compariam for this category: 
1.2. TESTING hfETHODOLOGY 
RumgeKutt aFehlberg(RKF) 5 (6) 
0 PrinceDormand(PD) 4(5) 
e PrinceDormand(PD) 7(8) 
e BulirschS toer (BS) 
See the Integrators Section (Chapter 4) for more detail and comparison results. 
1.2.4 Stopping Conditions 
The stopping condition test cases determine how effective GMAT is at stopping satellite propagation on certain 
conditions. The following script was created to perform the test case comparisons for this category: 
ComparisonStopCond.rn 
The stopping conditions tested are as followed: 
0 Epoch (A1 Modifier1 Julian Date) 
Apoapsis 




0 True Anomaly 
0 XY Plane Intersection 
0 XZ Plane Intersection 
YZ Plane Intersection 
See the Stopping Conditions Section (Chapter 5) for more detail and comparison results. 
1.2.5 Libration Point 
The libration point test cases create data about the location of several Iibration points. Current and fut~ure 
satellite missions me libration points as part of their mission architecture. It is important to have accurate 
data for these libration points. The following script was created to perform the test case conlparisons for this 
category: 
Comparison..Tooll -Too12-Libr.m 
See the Libration Point Section (Chapter 6) for more detail and comparison results. 
B,2.6 Delta V 
The cielta v test cases determine the effectiveness of the delta v capabilities built into GMAT. When thruster 
buum are added to the mission sequence it i s  important that they are added correctly. The following script was 
created to perform the test case compariqon~ for this category: 
Corr~pnrisonDe1taV.m 
See the Delta V Section (Chapter 7) for more cletail and comparison results. 
11.2.7 Performance 
The peribrmance test cases generate performance time data for Iater comparison between GMAT and the ref- 
erence software packages. Numerical calculation accuracy is important, but the amount of computing time it 
takes for the software to run is equally as important. We extracted several test cases from previous section9 and 
ran them on the reference software packages, in order to check to make sure GMAT can perform just as good or 
better. 
See the Perforl~lance Section (Chapter ??) for more detail and comparison results. 
11.2.8 ControlFlow 
The control flow tests generate report data that easily allows a WIatlab script to produce a table of Pass and Fail 
cases.lrhe following script was created to generate the Pass/Fail table for this category: 
LoopTestSnmmarym 
See the Control Flow Section (Chapter 8) for more detail and results. 
Chapter 2 
Propagation 
In order to validate the accuracy of GhfAT's propagation, the fundamental unit-level components need to be 
combined and propagated on a system level. From a software development point of view, if the progaln lincier 
development is tested in a wide range of core applications, it is more likely that problems would be found before 
each new version is released to the pliblic. This Acceptance Test Plan tests GMAT by comparing many possible 
sceo.arios ~wers of GMAT would encounter to reference softviare packages. Alths~lgb it is irnpcssibl:: to create 
all the possible scenarios each user would encounter in GMAT, this is a start to eliminate possible frnstrations 
a user could experience if a component clid not work correctly. 
Propagation is one of the most important aspects of GMAT. Everything from outp~itting parameters to perform- 
ing a thnister burns at the correct stopping condition depend on whether or not GMAT is able to propagate the 
satellitejobject for a defined time period with acceptable accuracy. 
Parts of the Initial Orbit State Conditions section are referenced from Emergent Space Technologies' Orbit De- 
termination Toolbox (ODTBX) Spiral 1 DEMO d ~ c u m e n t , ~  due to  a similar objective of testing the numerical 
implementation of the program's base fiinctions. 
2.1 Initial Orbit State Conditions 
2.1.1 Earth Based Test Cases 
The initial orbit states for the Sun-Synchronous (Sumsync), Geostationary (GEO), Molniya, International Space 
Station (ISS) and the Global Positioning Satellite (GPS) orbits were obtained from Emergent Space Technolo- 
gies' ODTBX Spiral 1 Demo Emergent used STK-High Precision Orbit Propagator (STK-HPOP) models and 
two-Line Element (TLE) sets with an initial UTC orbit epoch of June 1st 2004, 12:00:00:00. The initial orbit 
states that were wed for the test case orbits can be seen in Table 2.1, on Page 24. The perigee and apogee 
altitudes of the test case orbits can be seen in Table 2.2, on Page 24. 
The propagation duration, report output step size, and integrator step sizes were varied for the different test 
cases. For the ISS? SimSync, GPS, Molynia, and GEO cases, the propagation length and report orltp~lt step 
size were chosen based on a study performed by The Aerospace Corporation to validate STK-HPOP's.2 The 
integrator time steps were chosen to allow for the most accurate comparison of the test c=e results. These time 
steps were based on Vall~lo's analysis of state vector propagation.3 
7 ,  
.[ tihle 2.1: Sa,t,t?lli te Initial Con.di tions 
Category Orbit Type X(1cmj Y (krn) Z(1-j Vx(ku/s) V y j h / s j  Vz(km/s) 
Lb,Ec? ISs ..4.453.783586 ..5i):+R.2('1375lj -.4',26.:$84456 3.1333.888 -2.887221 -6.01.8232 -. - ~ 
LEO Sufi-S-j~~c -2290.301063 -6379.471940 0 -0.883923 0.317338 7.61083'2 
h?EO GPS 5525.33668 -15S71.1849& -20998.992446 2.750341 2.434198 -1.088884 
RE0 Muiniya, -1.529.894287 -2672,877357 -61.50.11.5340 8.71.7518 -4.989709 0 . 
GEO GEO 36607.358256 -20921.723703 0 1.5256336 3.669451 0 
T&lc.. 2.2: Apogee Pcrigcc Altitudes for Tcst Satcllitcs 
Orhit Type Perip;ee Al.tit;t~cle(lcm) Apogee Altitudtf(kmj 
TSS :358.168 :J80.387 
Suu-Sy:lc 400 40CI 
GPS 13757.8 20603.8 
Molnip 500 39850.5 
35786 ' r--. ' GEO 3,) I B ~ I  
The chosen parameters can be seen in Table 2.3, on Page 24. 
T;~bl,e 2.3: I~xtegl:ator,Propif,gato~:, aud Outprit Frequeucy 
Orbit, rr:@ t: h~tegr&ttor Step Size (s) Pmpagator Lengti~(ciap) Outpult f;requency(~lina) 
IS S 5 1 1 
SUI 1- s >TIC 5 1 1 
GPS 60 2 2 
Mulaiya 5 3 5 
GEO 60 ( 10 " 
.... 
Several test cases were created for each satellite orbit to verify GMAT's ability to perform accurately, while 
applying various forces. The forces used for Earth-based test cases were two-body> JGM2: EGn"96, ancl JGM3 
gravity models, third-bocly perturbation effects from other planets, the Jacchia-Roberts (JR) and the Mass Spec- 
trometer and Incoherent Scatter Radar Exosphere (MSISE 1990 & 2000) Atmospheric Drag Model, and Solar 
Radiation Pressire (SRP). Each of the force models were run independently K t h k  GMAT to verify their indi- 
vidual accuracy, as well as a test case that inchides an atmospheric clrag model, the SRP model, a non-spherical 
gravity model, and third-bocfy pert~rrbations. These 1 s t  test cases were performed to validate the capability of 
the GMAT to accurately propagate satellite orbits while multiple force models were applied. 
The Degree and Order for Earth-basecl non-spherical gravity cases was set at a constant 20 by 20. 
Refer to Appenclix B.1 for an alternate listing of all Propagator initid orbit state conditions. 
:, , 
2.2. OTKER lil.1T144L STATE CONDITIOilTS .. , . ,.<< 
2.1.2 Non-Earth Based Test Cases 
GMAT is designed for accuracy in non-Earth mission scenarios. Test cases for Mars, Mercury, the Moon, Neptune. 
Pluto, Saturn, Uranus, Venus, L2 orbits, and deep space orbits were created to test various forces.individuaily 
and jointly, affecting a spacecraft in an orbit. Rllany satellite parameters, such as Ccl,Cr, satellite area. and 
satellite mass, were kept the same as the Earth test cases for simplicity and consistency. The initial Keplerian 
satellite state only varied in Semi-Major Axis ancl gravity field degree & order for the non-Earth test cases. 
Refer to Table 2.4 for the initial Keplerian orbital elements and the Degree & Order ~zsecl for the non-spherical 
gravity force cases. The integrator step size, propagation length, and output frequency for all the non-Earth 
cases are 5 seconds, 3 clays, and 5 minutes, respectively. Table 2.4 excludes the deep space ancl L2 orbit test cases. 
Table 2.4: Non-Earth Keplerim Orbital Elements 
Orbit Typo SIvlA. (Ian) Ecc. h c .  I" fclcr) AOP jclcg) RU.N (tlcg) TA jd.cg) Dcg. x Orci. ~ ~ s e ! l  
Mars 4603 0.2 46 45 90 46 20x20 
Mercury 3640 0.2 46 45 90 45 4x0 
Moou 2500 0.2 45 45 90 45 2 ~ x 2 0  
Ncptmlc 34999 0.2 4 -5 45 00 45 4x0 
Plr~tu 1795 0.2 4.5 45 90 45 4x0 
Sat L E ~  80001) 0.2 -15 45 90 45 4x0 
Uranus 45000 0.2 -1 5 45 90 i15 4x0 
Venr I s 8125 0.2 45 45 90 35 20x20 
---------_----_-~-------------------------~--------~----*----__-________-- 
SMA: St.ini-Ma:jor LL~is / Ecc.: Eccr?ntrii.ity I Ill(;.: Inclination j AOP: Argxu1lc:nt of Perigee 
I3AA.N: Right Asce~isj.on uf A.scen.clixig Node ( TA: T h e  Anoaldy 
The DeepSpace, Earth Moon L2 (EMLS), and Earth Sim L2 (ESL2) cases involve propagating about Iihration 
points and propagating deep space orbits. Table B.14, B.15, and B.16, in Appendix B, provide the initial 
states for the DeepSpace, EILIL2, and ESL2 test cases, respectively. 
Refer to Appenclix B.l for a listing of all Propagator initial orbit state conditions. 
2.2 Other Initial. State Conditions 
In order to reduce the complications of the comparisons, certain initial orbit parameters were kept constant 
throughout all of the cases. These parameters are Cd, Cr, Spacecraft Area, each programs integrator, and 
software settings affecting the results of various force models. 
The GMAT integrator used for all the test cases was Rungs Kutta 8(9), except for the STK-HPOP test cases. to 
avoid any additional differences that could occur from changing integrators. The Integrators Section compares 
the c1ifTerence.s between the various integrators GMAT can we. 
The parameters in Table 2.5 shows the differences between GMAT and the reference programs. The icieal situation 
would be for all the programs to match perfectly, but that is not realistic clue to the different approaches each 
program takes to solve each problem. 
- Table 2.5: U:uversa,l Teb% case Pas&~neters ---------- 
P a r a ~ ~ ~ c t c r  GMAT STK-IIPOP IJF S'TK- Astro 
Cd 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 
Cr 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 
~ r t ? ; i ( p n ~ )  20 20 20 20 
S at,ellitt-? Mass (kg) 1000 1000 1000 1000 
11itcgrati;r (cxcl~~di~lg ixitcgator tcst ca5~s) K.K8 (!I) RK7(8) RK8(!3) RK8(!!) 
I.utcgral;r:r cn:r;r tol.cza3~cc Ic-013 :LC-(313 1 ($013 lc-013 
Inbegratar error cor~tsol. Rdrztivt: to Step Step? ? Step 
Drag: Altitude Calcukativu .4pgroxixntice Apprf~xirfiate &act *? 
I31:a.g: Slm. Position Ti-llc! 'TITIS Trne 'filie 
SHS: Sun Position Ti-\ r ti Tn~e True? l?m 
Sol= Flux (Tl'C-jn~" at I AIJ 1359.38857 1359.:38857 1358 1359.38857 
Solid Tides N j A  Distif~led N/ A KIA 
OC:(>~ZIL 7l:idcs N/A. D3:~bIcd N/A KIA 
Daily F10.7: JR ,  ;uid hlSISE modds 150 150 N/A 1.5(1 
Average F10.7 150 150 150 15G 
C~:.omagnetic hdex(Kp): JR md MSXSE only 3 3 N/-4 3 
n7-ag: C4e~rna.~p,atii: Fl-cis ITpcii~i;~ Constitnt Co11s tml; N/A Constant 
Boru~cZary Mitigation N/-4 Dhalded N/A NJA 
Itel,zt.ivistic Accelerations N/A Disabled N/A K,/A 
Sli;~i;ou, A4odeiing D i d  Coni: D i ~ d  Cone Dllo3 Corte '! 
E R S  EOP form:tt izseci: T,ong term 1314 Bull.et;h~ A Bulletin A Rulletir~ A 
Polar Motioxi cdc~dation: Eud)lcd Enabled Enhlcd EnaT,lcd' 
N~ltz~ti(-)~i ~ipdatc  intc;.rv-zil: Earth (scc) 60 60 60 60 
Planetary Epiiemeris ~pdi>t,e ixiterval (set) 0 0 ? I) 0 ? 
2.2. OTHER IiYITL4L STATE CONDITIO1lTS ,:. ., , ...< 
Exceptions to Table 2.5 are as followecl: 
STK has trouble propagating the EML2 test case at an error tolerance of le-013 with a relative to step 
error control. The GMAT and STK cases were changed to both me relative to state error control 
2.2.1 Earth Orientation Parameters(E0P) data 
. . 
771nternational Earth Rotation Service (IERS) Bulletins A and B provide current information on the Earth's 
orientation in the IERS Reference System. This includes Universal Time, coordinates of the terrestrial pole, and 
celestial pole ofisets. Bulletin A gives an  advanced solution updated lueekly by e-mail subscription or daily by 
anonymous ftp; the standard solu,tion i s  given monthly in Bulletin B and updated every week in th,e (IERS) C04 
solution. "6 
"Bulletin A i s  issued by the IERS Rapid Service/Prediction Centre at the U.S. Naval Observatory(USNO), 
Wa.shington, DC and Bulletin B7', as well as the C04 data, "is issued by the IERS Earth Orientation Centre art 
the Paris Observatory. 774 
"Bulbtin A i s  intended for users who need accurate information before the Bulletin B finals series is available. 
i.e., those 7uho reduce data in the very rment past (require rapid service) or those who opera,te in real-time 
(require predictions). Bulletin B is  intended for standard use. For scientific and long-term analyses of the 
Earth's orientation: the long-term continu,ous series": GO4 (1962- present), can be used. 
"EOP (IERS) CO4 is regularly recomputed to take advantage on one hand of the improvement of the va,rious 
individual contributions and in the other hand of the refinement of the analysis procedures. To date, it i s  tiilice- 
weekly updated. 7'5 
"The EOP (IERS) GO4 is given at one-day intervals, i t  i s  free from the diurnal/subdiumaE terms due to the 
oceanic effects and can be interpolated linearly. The oscillations in UT and duration of the days du,e to zonal 
tides for periods under 35 days are present in full size in the .series."5 
GMAT retrieves long term earth orientation IERS EOP C04 data, which includes UTC-UTl clate: from a file. 
This file incl~ldes moothed values at 1-day intervals and data from 1962-present. 
STK and FF retrieves its EOP data from the USNO series 7 / IERS Bldletin A. 
The differences between the EOP data sets are displayed in Table 2.6. The Tei-restrial Pole column refers to the 
accuracy of the pole position [x,y] and the UT1 cohlmn refers to the accuracy of the rotation angle about the 
pole UT1. 
As shown in Table 2.6, there are differences between STK and GMAT, but the Terrestrial Pole data agrees to 
within the thousandth place of a milli-arcseconds and the UT1 data agrees to within the hundredth place of 
second. 
Table 2.6: EOP Format Accuracy 
EOP F u r m ~ t  Pole Positirm (mas) UTI. (rt~sj 
RuUe1;in A, obs. 1.-d (1) 0.1.0 0.02 
Culletin A prcd. 14  (2 )  0.50 (1. 1 4 
Plullctin A prctl. 4-2 (2) 1.60 0.52 
BixUetin .A pred.. .lo-d (2) . .. . . . . . . . 3.9 ... . 1.60 
Bulletin A pred. 40-d (2) I.L.2 7.70 
Eiilletin E ubs. smooth 5-ti (3) 0.15 0.02 
Bulletin B obs. raw 5-d (3) 0.15 0.02 
Bulletin B preti. 6-d. (3) 1.6 . 0.60 
PI.id1etj.r~ R pretl. 10-d (3) 3.0 1 .GO 
Bulletin 3 pred. 30-d (3) 10.0 4.11 
Long-Term C04 '62-'67 30.0 2.0 
Long-Term C04 '68'71 20.0 1.5 
Long-Term CU4 '72-'79 15.0 1.0 
LongTerm C04 '80-'83 2.0 i). 4 
Long-Te~m C04 '84'95 0.7 0.01 
Long-Term C04 '96-present 0.2 0.02 
NOTES: (1j Emed dak;3, idter: 1.907; applies only to latest epudls in e~(:lt. 11pd.ata. 
(2) Bhqed on data since 1995. 
(3) Eased on data since 1996. 
'r]le Lrcrrestria'; Pole ;mti d.ai;a is free f rol ,~  i;he di~rn~i~I./sribtli~~r~lal 
ter~ns due to  the ocei~uic effects ix~d car* he iui;erpolai:ed lu~carly. 
These t e r n  caa be added t?.fter illterpollttiolr. 
2.2. OTHER LVITIL4L STATE COIiL'131TIOATS 
2.2.2 Other Planetary Parameters 
Gravitational Constant 
All programs used for comparisons utilize the DE405 Planetary Gravitational Constants listed in Table 2.7. 
except when non-spherical gravity was used. When non-spherical gravity files are used they typically call the 
gravitational constants located in the file, tmless the program creates an exception. 
Ti~bIe 2.7: P1,anetiuy Gra;vjt&taion:tl C!onsi:iznts (mu vall~es) 





Ex th  398600.44150000 
htoon 4902.8005821.478 
hlars 42823.314255067 




Pluto SSi .60GdS770700 
Flattening Coefficient 
Whenever possible the flattening coefficients listed in Table 2.8 were usecl. Without the use of these vahies the 
planetary bodies cotlld have wildly different shapes, which wo~llcl result in large differences in paranleters such 
as longitude, latitucle: and altittde. 
Td)l.e 2.8: FI;~l;l;ening Coeffic:it:r~.t~ 
P1:~uet Flatterring Coefficient 
Sril 0.11~)000OClO 






S stmn 0.0979G24:Z 
V r m ~ w  0.02292731 
Xep t.1me 
Pluto 0.0000!)000 
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30 """ CJHAPTER 2. PEOPA(2-&TION 
Equatorial Radius 
The severd celestial body equatorial radii used are listed in Table 2.9. Similar differences ns the flattening 
coeiiicient occur when GMAT and the reference programs don't use the same vahles. 
'&ble 2.9: Equatorii~l Radius 




E a t h  6378.1363 
MoOn 1738.2 
Mars 3897.0 






The anlount of leap seconcls, or AAT, has been rlsed since 1972 in order to keep -UTC-UT1-< O.9sec. GMAT 
and the reference software packages use all the leap seconcls up until 2004. In 2004 the miount of leap seconds 
in use were 32 seconds. 
> .. 
2.3. &?AIMING CONVEhhTION i..,_l\ 
2.3 Narning Convent ion 
This section describes the naming convention for propagator scripts and output reports. The naming convention 
consists of an ordered series of option strings, separated by underscores (.: ). Currently? options are allowed for 
the following fields, and will be present in the file name in order: 
1. tool - The tool used to generate the test case 
2. traj - The trajectory to use. This incllldes initid conditions, physical parameters, and time step 
3. pmg - The point-mass gravity model to we 
4. nsg - The non-spherical gravity model to ulse 
5 .  drag - The atmospheric drag model to use 
ti. other - Any other forces to include, such as SRP, secondary body gravity, etc 
T h e  tool field should always be the first field. Futulre ailditional fields shoudd be adciecl to the end of the list 
of fields. If multiple other options are required, they should be added to the end of the file as required. For 
example, the file name will be too Ltraj-pmg-nsg-drag-otherl-other2.repo (file extensions are ciescribed later. ) 
Each field has a finite list of options, as follows (future options should be addecl to this list): 
1. tool 
STK - Satellite Toolkit HPOP or Astrogator 
FF - EireeFlyer 


















- LEO orbit 
- LEO orbit 
- ME0 orbit 
- GEO orbit 
- HE0 orbit 
- eccentric low orbit 
- eccentric low orbit 
- eccentric low orbit 
- eccentric low orbit 
- eccentric low orbit 
- eccentric low orbit 
- eccentric low orbit 
- eccentric low orbit 
deep space orbit 
- Earth lLIoon L2 orbit 
- Earth Sum L2 orbit 
NOTE: Some test cases contain t m j  variations. In these cases, truj precedes the modification. For example, 
if ISS trajectory is needed with no oultpult, then traj can be ISSnoOut. The lack of a report file is shortened 
to noout. 
3. pmg 
Earth - Earth point mass gavity 
Sum - Sum point mass gravity 
Luna - Lunar point mass gravity 
Allplanets - Sun, Mercury, Venus, Earth, Moon, Mars, Mercury, Jupiter, and Pluto point mass gavity incltldecl. 
NOTE: When dealing with a combination of pmg's the first point mass is the primary body and the 
following are third body point mmses. For example, LunaSulnEarth would be a Lunar primary hoily with 
the Earth and Sun as third body point masses. The pmg's after the primary bocly are arranged based on 
the order from the sun, in order to reduce repeat filenames. 
4. nsg 
0 - no non-spherical gravity included 
JGM2 - Earth JGM2 20x20 gravity 
JGM3 - Earth JGM3 20x20 gravity 
EGM96 - Earth EGM96 20x20 gravity 
MARS5OC - Mars Mars5Oc 20x20 gravity 
LP165P - Moon LP165P 20x20 gravity 
5 .  drag 
0 - drag not included 
HP - Harris Priester 
JRXX - Jacchia-Roberts 
MSISEXX - NRL MSISE 
NOTE: XX in the dmg field refers to the year. For example, JR77 wodd be the Jacchia-Roberts 1977 
moclel, and hiISISEO0 would be NRL MSISE 2000. Refer to Table 2.5 for the drag settings used. 
6. other 
0 - no other forces incluidecl 
SRP - Solar Radiation Pressure 
NOTE: Any of the above options may be included as an other field. Refer to Table 2.5 for the SRP settings 
used. 
2 3  .I Comparison Script Information 
The script used to perform the position and velocity comparisonr neeclecl for the Propagator section is Compar- 
ison-Tooll-Tool29V.m. This script takes the normalized position and velocity vector difference between two 
programs. 
Refer to Appendix C for more cletads about this script and others used in the Acceptance Test Plan clocumlent. 
Test Case Results 
The following results are for the Propagator section. The current GMAT Build is compared to STK ancl F'reeFlyer 
for this section, with the maximulm normalized position and velocity clifEerence clisplayect in table format. 
To determine if a propagator test case comparison value was acceptable, an acceptance matrix, presented in 
Table 2.10, was created. The values in Table 2.10 were obtained from the lower position difference bouncls of 
David Vallados An Analysis of State Vector Propagation Using Differing Flight Dynamics Programs, presented 
at the 2005 American Astronomical Society (AAS)/AIAA Astrodynwnics Specialist Conference. These lower 
bounds are clifficult to meet in some orbits due to the wide range of orbits that are possible but they give a order 
of magnitude number to strive for. If a case has a combination of either Drag, Non-Spherical Gravity, Solar 
Raciiation Presswe(SRP), or Point Mass gravity, the largest acceptable position difference is wed. 
The next step beyond this acceptance matrix is to compare GhIAT's comparison data to differences seen in FF 
and STK comparisons, ancl peer reviews. 
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..... 2.4. TEST CASE RESULTS .i 
Table 2.10: Acceptance Mat~ix  
- ----.-.*-- -- --_.--------------.---------------.---------- 
I)ifEert:~lce ir: A.cr:t?ptt~l>le Posit;ion Difftaeuce (m) 
-- ----- - l_--_l-_------------.-------------------w--- 
Mor,Sp:herical Ch-axity < 0.001 
Solar LI.Italiation Pressure < 0.6 
Drag < 20 
Table 2.11.: GMAT'/STK GEG STK Test Cmu Comnp;xisou 
Tcst Cwe Pusition. DiiT(>rcucc(m) Vrllocity Diffcrcnce(~:i,/s j 
,.illPli~netf;-0-0-0 0.000257~36004Cki 1.7937847 49e-008 
EarthLunscOl-0-0 0.000319469177 2.246260344e-008 
ErtrthSuKLunicEGM9(i- JB-SItP 0.0001571119SG 1.101136968e-008 
EsrthSud,un~EGM96-bISl:SE90-SRP 0.0001571 119996 1.10113O862i?-008 
EarthS,mLun.a-JGh'l2-.JR-SRP 0.000113281 64:54 7.85I)884531~-.009 
EarthSuLuna-JGh12-kISUE90-SRP 0.0001132816525 7.859884883c.-00!1 
EarthSunLunaJC:'?1/13-JIt-SIZIJ 0.0002438654853 1.730633303e-008 
Earc.hSunLuna-JGM3-LiSISE90-SItF 1).00i)2438654881 1.730633311tr-008 
EaiithSuu-0-0-0 3.279168371e-005 1 .fi14488?ti5e-i)09 
Earth-0-0-O 2.111395905e-005 1.410324921e-009 
Earth-O-0-SItP 4.571760608e-005 2.61.869401 212-009 
Ea~th-0-,JR,-l> 2.11.1 395905e-005 1.41.0524.921cj-009 
Earth-0-MSfSE90-D 2.1113$15905e-005 1.410324921e-009 
E;t?.th-EGM96-G-O 0.0001110202624 8.02'331061Y3~-009 
Earch-JGhd2-0-0 2.954895498e-005 2.0559880Be-003 
Eazth- JGMS-0-0 1.6036374'008e-005 1.069i)2i381+009 
%'able 2.12: GhWI'jSTK GPS STK ?Pest Cast: Comparison 
----_ __-----------.-- -- - -- __ 
. ...................... 
--------- Test Ciise :Positpion 13ifft:rence(m1 Vt.loc.jtv DiKc~renc:e(m!s) 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - I  - ----- __~L1_~:_---_____--_-_-.___ 
AllPlancts-0-0-0 1.857890303c-005 2.896491985~-009 
EaxthL. uu a-04-0 2.280562281.e-005 3.320021018e-009 
EarthSuuLma-EGkl9ti-JR,-SRP 0.195%)52443 2.485425413e-095 
Erz?-thSunLuna-EGM9S-MSISE3O-SRP 0.1959347769 2.4ESdSI465sOTJ5 
E;trthSimLi1nn-J'GM2-~~I.i,-SIi.I~ 0.1959143599 2.48556368f-e>005 
Eari;hSunLuna-JCM2-hiSIISE!IO-SRP O.1950227868 . 2.485702387~005 
EarthSu6unaiJGM3-JR7SRP O.1950136649 11.485560304e-005 
E~~.~~SUSUD~-JGM~-MSISESO-SRP 0.1959104274 2.485613888~-005 
EizthSuu-0-0-0 3..61,527;~05~-006 2.267416233~-010 
Earth-0-0-0 2.70481 7G71c-0OG 3.7412927!380010 
Eat-th-0-0-SP2 0.0878120135 5.617i)41298+0fl6 
Earth-0-JR-0 2.704817671e-006 3.741292798e-010 
E~T~;~-O-MSISE.YI)-D 1 . 5 4 ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ 1 0 3 ~ 0 0 5  2.22621 7304e-009 
Edh-EGMY 6-O-0 3.230673797e-005 4.2601884.02e-009 
Ezth-JGM2-0-0 3.207859422e-005 4.29991 2419c,C)09 
Eazth- JGM3-0-0 3.197574.tElle-005 4.2.5572GCjDlit:-00!3 
- 
...... . 
'I'r~ble 2.13: GMA'r/STK ISS STK Test Cfssn Comparison 
____ ________________-__ --------.---- 
I- 7 I.et;b Case Pod.t, io~ D~i:&re~~.ct?(m\ 'Vcdoci.t.t' Di..ff~reucejm/:i) 
* i ---------- 
AlPl~>nel;s-O-0-0 1..236533808t:-005 1.3854!X3045e-008 
Table 2.14: GMrl?'/STI< hilollliya STK Tcst Casc Cfoi~~pslrisol; 
___l_l____________________-____----___-_--_-- 
Tcst C ~ S C  Fosi1;iou Di&rc~.ncc(~ri) Vdocity DiEcrc~lcc(~n/s) - 
AllPlanets-0-0-0 0.0001645654561 1.252157429e-007 
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2.4. TEST CASE RESULTS '.. ., , .:. 
Table 2.1.5: GMAT/'STK SunSynr: STK Test Case Co:mparison 
Test Case Position Difference(rn) Velocity r)ifIereni;e(m/s) 
AllPl;tl~c:ts~-IJ-O-.O 4.699222X2Yc-.OOCi 5.32t5201802c-~C)08 
EartlLuna-0-0-0 1.738032476e-005 1.943588041e-008 
EarthSunLuna-EGMSCi- JR-SRP 185.5519514 0.2108884067 
E~~-~SI~~,.LII~~~EGMS~~.-MSISE~O-SR~ 45.1.2786362 0.05132420504 
E ~ W ~ ~ S U ~ L U ~ * J G M ~ - ~ ~ , - S R P  185.5519345 0.2108583121 
Ea;-thSunLunc?rJGM2-MSISE90-SRP 45.12684175 ' 0.05132310311 
E:1sthSunL.ixnicJGM3-JR,-SEtP 185.5517129 0.2108881509 
E:~~~~S.L~I.~~~~-~JGM~-MSTSE~~-.SRP 45.12759811 0.051:3239131 
ErtrthSu11-0-0-0 4.68777'?80$~-006 5.023688!112~~009 
Earth-0-0-0 4.483245915~-0(j5 5.068280737~-008 
Earth-0-0-SW 0.1578758295 O.0001360580266 
Each-0- JR-0 172.0259163 0.19501745493 
Earth-OiMSISESO-O 42.5ti516434 0.0483900!4284 
E~,Y~~-:EC~MY&O-~ 7.308366!183c:-005 8.4666911.71.i?-008 
E,xth-JC4M2-U-0 8.!)2&:3.28694e-.005 S.CjCi543255iYe-~008 
Earth- JGMS-0-0 6.997911597e-005 7.571452902e-008 
T ~ b l e  2.16: Ghf.AT/STh: Mars1 STK Test Case C!onlp:xison 
Test Case Position Differttr~ce(mj Velocity Difference(m/s) 
A11Plitr1cts-0-.0-.0 0.19943038!!8 O.OOU16S1334573 
Mas-0-0-0 0.1873874394 0.0001577557948 
.Maxs-0-0-SRP 0.7867928767 0,0006572167727 
Mars-kIAH.SSOC-0-0 0.4488316637 i~.O00:3801!81.36tj7 
Mas-MAII.S50C-O-SRP 1.214053862 0.0010211:33703 
Ttj1)I.c 2.17: GML\T/STK ]\/I.(!CC;ILC~~ STK %:st C:;I.W C?omparisou. 
Tes$ Cast: Position. Differe.nc:e(rtl) , Velocity Differe~.ice(r.rl/s) 
_-____._________--_-_ 
A.UuPLi~net~-O-O-O 0.1124163711 9.591.769819~(106 
Mercxry-0-0-0 0.02585481636 2.218352736e-005 
Merc~1iy-0-0-SRP 58.83805392 0.05048777186 
Tnl-11.e 2.IS: GMAT/STK Mou.o. STK Test Csse ConipaS.scm 
Test Case p~sit;ion D.ijference jm) 'Crel:,cit:y DiiEe?en::e(mn/~) 
AI~~;~TI.C~:S-~-O-II 0.0002146368472 I.. 35 ti;43864c-007 
I,uIx~-0-0-0 O.Q34430!11175 2,4569305338005 
f;ufi+O-O-SfiP 0.33/1$1809341 2.113271946e005 
Lana-LP16SP-0-0 0.0002701673647 1.922174669e-007 
T,~ma-IdP1653?-0-SRP. 0.1350043985 9.596583571e-Ofi5 
'Fable 2.19: (XVl"M'T'/STK Nf3ptuuiel STK 'Tt>st Case Comnparison 
Tcst Ctasc Position DBc:rcilcc(m) VcIocity Diffcrcncc(m/s) 
AlIPlanets-0-0-0 0.9974264518 0.000507467521 5 
Table 2.20: GWMT/STK Pluto1 STK Test Case C'un~parison 
--------------__--- Test Cme Pusition Differencc(m) lklociky Differencejmjsj 
......................... 
A11Pliuets-0-0-0 0.S883195792 0.0004653900657 
:, .. ........
2.4. TEST CASE RESTiLTS 
Thle 2.21: Gbf.T/STK Sa,t~rml STK Test Caw Co~rlparison 
Test Case Position DLffereuce(m j Ve1olot:ity DifFerence(m/s) 
AI1Plitnef;s-0-O-O 0.1.414864331. 4.8'731.07384+Qn5 
Saturn-0-0-0 0.44972823(37 0.0001561546333 
S aturn-0-0-SItP 0.3124746558 C1.0001021iOO788 
%'nt)le 2.22: GM:.KC/STI< Uri~xmsl. S'I'K: Test, C:\st: C~ompiuison 
- --- - 
----------- .----*------- .--*------**----*.--.-.------------ 
'&st Case Position ........ ------ Difft!r~mcti(rn) 'V4oi:i:t.y :DiEere~~cs(rn/s) 
AlU21mets-GO-0 0.24G5709269 7.912323063e-005 
Ursnns-11-0-0 1.32041.3917 0.0004243963023 
1Jran1:s-0-0- SHP 1.1563S2201 0.0i~O2:~o 3-11Oi~51 
Table 2.23: GMAT/STIi Veilus1 STIi Test Case Couparisou 
Test Case P:)siii.ion Ilift'~-~rance(m) Velucikj- Differrmce jrnli.; j 
A11Planets-0-0-0 0.025615129021 2.54881562.5e-905 
VCI~US-0-0-0 0.017934.53836 1 .7fi8517227~:-00.3 
Venus-0-G-SRP 0.3437682342 O.OO(13453235732 
Ven~ts-hfCNP 18ilT,'-0-0 O.Oll75109tjFj'i88 7.525754724e-O(j5 
V~~ILY-RIGNP1 SOU-( I- SRP 0..1083537321 0.0!1040~ic3592(j92 
Table 2.24: GMAT/STIC Deepspace STK Test Case Comparison 
Test C a e  Positirill Diderence(m) Velocity Differenca(m/s) 
AllP'i;urrct~-0-0-0 0.02027141264 3.996534351(~009 
'.b,b]e 2.125: GM+YI'/STK EML2 S'1X Tt:sl; Case (hrupasiso~l 
-- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .  
Test Case Position Diffsrence(rn) Vklocity Difference(m/s) 
AIlPlmets-0-0-0 522705.4104 2.863727549 
Al1Plsnets-0-0-SRP 162722.736 (3.8344521.61.1 
E~thSnriL1m;t-0-0-i1 101050.76374 1.043593205 
Eai-thSunLumn- JGM2-0-0 83170.98289 0.1163344270-4 
Ta.l)ic 2.26: GMAT/STK ESXa STK Test CWC Com~);uis011 
Test Cast: Position DiTerance(m) Ve1c)city Di@ereuce(mjsj 
A11Pl.anet~s-0-0-0 29036.761.92 0.01713687194 
MlPlaiiets-0-0-SHP 228360.2465 0.1774:325007 
2.4. TEST CASB RESULTS '.. .. , ,.o 
Tiible 2.27: FF:/GhlL4T GET3 GMAT Test Cwe Co~nparisoll 
Test Case Position Differeucejmj Velocity Difierenctl(~n/s) 
A11Pla~c ts-0.-0.-0 0.02456296086 2.3453952999~-006 
EwtlLunz-0-0-0 0.02466037174 2.264158243sOOB 
EM thS~in-0-0-!) 4.797653E4i?-!I05 8.493947765e-007 
Ea,rth-0-O-O 5.2143Rli20'i't.-005 fj.89 6273r)lle.-007 
Ea.rth-0-0-SRP 2.899321865 0.000124521 9489 
Earth-JGM2-0-0 0.02515954067 2.313999898e-006 
Td)lc 2.28: FF/GMAT GPS GMAT Tcst Can Canlparisoxl 
Testst Case Position DiRerennce(x;rlj Velocity DiEerei~(;e(m/s) 
!~llI?lait?ts-.O.O-O o.~Jo?. 8859174435 1.052020706e00F 
Eii.rthLuna-0-0-0 0.00i874007099 9.43361654e-097 
Ea,rthSnn-0-0-8 3.432176702~-006 8.317293859~-007 
Eaxth-0-0-0 5.489921.041e-006 7.9829921e-007 
Earth-0-0-SRP 0.5814tifi7023 6.0841 84505e-005 
Ear tll-J'GM2-0-0 0.01104317452 2.140316499e-OOfj 
Table 2.29: FF/GMAT TSS GMAT Test Case Cornpc~risoq 
Test; (?:~qe Positiou DPBerence(in) Treloci ty Difiereu.ce(.m/s) 
A1.1Pl.a1lttt;s-O-C)-C) 5.fi1.0!$04349e-O06 8.22401479fjt?-007 
Eart&ma-0-0-0 1.133489824tt-005 8.407000067e-007 
Eilrt1iSnx~-0-0-0 9. G38402495t~006 8.13-170:i9870007 
Emth-0-0-0 2.358180759t+005 8.1.S5468434~~007 
Earth-0-0-SR.P 0.1095353597 0.0001.183:L%6844 
Eax%h- JGM2-0-0 0.2076314901 0.00024047216!13 
T I  2 .0 :  FF/GMAT Moluiya, GMAT Test Case Comp;uison 
Test C i ~ e  Position DiEerence(m j IJeIocity D.iEerence(nl/s) 
A.11Pl;~l~ts-0-0-0 0.01444526657 1.203396044t!-005 
rD~ble 2.31: FF IG'hWT S~nSync G M M  Test Czse Comparison 
-....--..-,- -..-- .......-...-. ----- - --- 
................... ----- 
rl%st Cfmc Position Diffcrc~lco(1n) Velocity Diffcrcncc jni/s) 
AllPlm-.ts-0-0-0 I.G2-+/152888e-(ll)tl 8.3630143G2e-C)0? 
....... .............. 
.., .. ..... 
.:, . .IS . i. \. ,, -. 
. . .  
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....... 2.4. TEST CASE RESTILTS 
Table 2.32: FF,/GbiIAT EML2 GMAT Test Case Comparison 
Test Case Position Difference(rn) Velocity Difference, jnris j 
A11Plaric.t~-0-0-0 73243'3.6967 4.007738909 
A1lPlaets-0-0-SRP 370563.5763 2.010501473 
EastbSunLum+O-0-0 300326.921.5 2.18.5454594 




Test Caw Positiuu D8crc\uCc(;nj Tklocity Diffi:rcncc~(in/s) 
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2.5 FF/STK Comparison 
'I'&le 2.34: FF/S'TK GEO S'X'K 'Ikst C i ~ e  Comparison 
._____-____________-______--.--~~.-----*-----.--.--------..--.------ -- -- --- -- --  
.--- 7-e-------------*----.------ --.-- ----------------- 
7ksl; Case Position Differer~.cejm) 'Velocity Difference(n1Js) 
----------A------------A------.-.--7-----*---------- -- --------. 
AllPlanets-0-0-0 0.02441863704 2.331184G04e-008 
E:uthI,1xo.a-O-(1-1! 0.!)2435631273 2.242954572e-006 
EarthS~mLuua-JGM'2-HP-SIP 2.852626845 R.OOU1210061779 
EathS~~n-0-0-0 4.231056926e-005 8.493743904e-007 
Ei~tll-0-0-0 f1.836800 tiO8t~-(lCi5 6.88987973407 
Ertl.t;ll-0-0-SRP 2.899330477 0.00!11.246232993 
Earth-0-XP-0 6.836800608~-005 6.88$187973~-007 
Earth-JGM2-0-0 0.02513336324 2.3120067'35~-006 
_-___________________ ---------.--*-.---*---------.--------.----- - ----- 
Tai~le 2.35: FF/STK GPS $TI< Test Cme Conlpwison 
Test Case Positit~rl Difference(m;! Velo~ity Differenc(m!sj 
AllPianets-0-0-8 0.001903432736 1.0539!5748+00!j 
EarthLuna-0-0-0 0.001896072444 9.455905846~-007 
Ei~+tbSunLim~~,JGh~l2-RP-SRP 0.6785588953 6.968633054e-005 
Earths u11-0-.0--0 3.872950858e-006 8.31.6374468e-007 
Earth-(1-0-0 8.164858288e-006 7.983002388~007 
Et~rrtli-0-0-SItF' 0.6692784196 6.829951 Re-005 
Ertich-O-lIP-O 8.184858288e-006 7.98;'1002389~007 
Taljie 2.36: FF/STR ISS STIi Test Case Comparison 
, -  - -  -------- 
Test Case fJasitjon Diffsrancf(m) Velocity 13iiference(m/~) 
Alli'lauets-0-0-0 1.17832665e-005 d.274193497e-007 
EarthLuna-0-0-0 2.023778135e-005 8.4227Lii285e-007 
EitrthSuuLuua-JGR12-HP-SYLP 3.468138188 0.0i)397058465 
Earthsun-0-0-0 2.067991 746t~00.5 8.179978462~:-007 
Earth-(2-0-0 4.4041631.S3e-O05 8.1.8654414e-007 
Earth-0-(i-SRI' (1.16379332094 O.C)O015fi3.31ti614 
Earth-0-HP-0 3.213783043 0.003645358687 
Earth- JGW-0-0 0.2076446785 61.0003404S0153 
Tatlit: 2.137: FF/STh: Molri-;a STI( Test C:we C(:mp;ui~~u 
Te$% Case Position r)ifFerence(m) Velocity Difft:reni;ejm/s) 
AlPlaucts~O-O-0 0.01457YlY187 1.2154YG857~-005 
EartlLuna-0-0-0 0.01409431455 1.184376375e-005 
EarthSuuLuna.-JGhiI2-13:P-SIU' 7.78466lOCiB 0.004770651083 
Eari;hSlm-0-041 0.00!)6798546882 1.003656755e-006 
E~th-61-0-0 0.0003365057467 8.08351 774Ce-007 
Earth-0-0-SIiP 2.163%ii-ls2l !1.001779529358 
E;zrtl1-0-HP-O 15.27354394 0.013710941.27 
Ettrtl-~-JGM'2-0-CI 3.063128789 0.0025(11 fi23786 
Table 2.38: E'F!STE\: S~rnS~ync STK Test Case Cornpa~Tson 
Test Cmc Position Difir!:iicc(m) Vclociiy LSiff(:rcllcc(m/s) 
AllPi;aets-0-0-O 3.408772257e-005 S.692021282e-007 
EarthLuna-0-0-0 1.971678896~~005 8.200608417e-007 
EastllStu1X~1.1~1 a-JGM2-HF-SRP 0.7800584002 0.0908377097648 
EarthS~m-0-0-4) 1 .53:3280GY (ie-.OiE 8.472033081.e-O(37 
Earth-0-0-0 3.0;50;123033(>-005 8.215166635~-007 
Earth-0-G-SRP 0.2052415046 0.0001328484608 
Earth-0-HP-0 0.6524853805 0.0007361489016 
Earth-JGA.12-0-0 0.09463135089 0.0001055896859 
rr&,le 2,4[): 'L;'F/S:TI( STK 'Test Case C!omp;xison 
__________.___^_______________ ---------------..-.----- 
- ---------.----.---------:-- - - ----------------- 
Test C ~ C  Position L)i4t?rc.ncc@rl) Vc?locit;y Differcncc(ru/s) 
AllPla~etsO-0-0 5661795.413 3.114044494 
A.ll:Cila.nr?ts-0-0-SL%P 5652873.129 5.1 132879379 
z~=rG=z::~=~s~::*--.~--y::z:2 ::Ez=>7z=z=&-=:: :==== ::=-----~z=~z:szzz--=7--z::=z:~~ 
Chapter 3 
Calculation Parameters 
GLUT'S Central Body (Cb) and Coordinate System (CS) dependent parameters were tested to verify that the 
internal calc~llations were correct. In order to minimize the effects of other forces/elements, the two-body casas 
from the Propagators section were used, with some moclification, to test both the centrd body and coordiate 
system parameters. The only changes to the two bocly cases were in the report output intervals and report 
output parameters. Data was ol~tputted in ten minnte intervals. The ISS two-bcdy case ~ n s  u ed for the Earth 
case and each planets respective two-body case was used for the non-Earth cases. 
3.1 Initial Orbit State Conditions 
The ISS, GEO, Marsl, Mercuryl, Moon, Nept~mel, Plutol, Saturnl, Urantlsl md Venusl two-body case's initial 
orbit parameters were used from the Propagation section (Chapter 2) for the test cases in this section. 
Refer to Appendix B.l Tables B.l- B.13 for a listing of all Propagator initial orbit states used for the Calctiiation 
Parameter test cases. 
3.2 Central Body Dependent Parameters 
3.2.1 Naming Convent ion 
This section describes the naming convention for central body dependent parameter scripts and output reports. 
The naming convention consists of a case semitive ordered series of option strings, separated by tmcierscores (- 
). Currently: options are allowecl for the following fields, and will be present in the file name: 
1. tool - The tool usecl to generate the test case. 
2. traj - The trajectory to use. This includes initial conditions, physical parameters, and time step. 
GbParams precedes the tool fielcl and 2Body follows the traj field. The central bocly wed can he determined 
based on the traj field. The final Cb file format is as followed: 
CbParan~s-tool-traj3Body.report 
The tool fielcl should dways be the first option field. Each fielcl has a finite list of options, as follows (fiitiire 
options shoilld be addecl to this list): 
1. tool 
STK - Satellite Toolkit HPOP or Astrogator 
FF - F'reeFlyer 
GXiIAT - General Mission Analysis Tool 
2 .  traj 
ISS - leo orbit 
Mars1 - eccentric low orbit 
bferculryl - eccentric low orbit 
hloon - eccentric low orbit 
Pluto1 - eccentric low orbit 
Venus1 - eccentric low orbit 
NOTE: Some test cases contain traj variations. In this case traj precedes the modification. For example, 
if an ISS trajectory is needed with a different Cd, tmj could be ISSdiffCdl. 
3.2.2 Comparison Script Information 
Conlparison-Tooll-Tool2_Cb.m is the script used to perform the coordinate system comparisons needed for the 
Acceptance Test Plan. Many elements of this script were extracted from the ComparisonTooll-Tool2-CS.m 
script. 
Comparison-Tooll-Tool2-Cb.m was clesiped to allow the user to select two programs to compare to one another. 
The comparison involves taking the &fference of the variables listed in the Acceptance Test Plan Overview 
Chapter->Testing Methodology->Calculation Parameters section. 
Refer to Appendix C for more details on this script and others used in the Acceptance Test Plan document. 
3.2.3 Test CaseResults 
The following results are for the Central Body-Calculation Parameter section. The current GNIAT Build is 
conlpared to STK and FreeFlyer for this section. 
FF-STK comparison results presented in Tables 3.11- 3.15 are used as a way to determine if the GMAT com- 
parison values are acceptable. If Gh11A.T comparison data is within the same order of ma,dtucle m the FF-STK 
conlparison data, that is acceptable. A more cletailed acceptance metric/matriu will be developed at a later date. 
3.2. CENTRAL BODY DEPEhTDEr(VT PARA4GTERS )....... a
Tx(t11e 3.1: GMAT/STK Centla1 Body Dependent Parsmeter Ditfereuces (1) 
Test Case Altitilde (in) Ecce~itricicy M. Auorn;~ly (deg) M. Motion (rxi/sec) Perioti' (see) 
GEO-2Eody 1.88447e-006 l.7l688e-014 1.90007e-005 3.011.4~01.5 3.59432e-009 
Hyperbolic-2B~dy 0.00422986 1.98064e013 351.401 0.000223215 IT/-& 
ISS-2Body 0.00543367 5.35719~014 5.81035~010 4.99015e-015 2.546.59e-010 
Mars3.-2Body 0.0144309 9.74696ri-011 7.84701e;007 i.ci25l I . s O l Y  2.2821.2e+006 
Mercurjr1.-2Body 0.00224375 2.:3G83(ie-011 1.7241e-007 5.54375e-014 7.6fjOS2e-007 
A4ooi1-213udy 0.00576446 2.74547~-011 6.4719%~-007 4.03859~-014 8.68182~-007 
N~ptuucl-2Uody 13.129938 1.31684~010 6.04!111c-0!)7 1.00481~-013 4.02816~-006 
Plotoi-2Body 0.19281 1.83823e-009 $.95607e005 3.82792e-012 0.000141823 
Satnrnl-2Eody 0.752271 1.05362e-011 6.3449e-008 1.11997e-014 1.04643e-006 
Uranusl-2Botly 0.216614 5.31596~~011 6.35362~*007 8.48005e-014 8.31598~-+006 
Venusl-2Uody 0.000632367 1.26323e-01.1 2.13253e008 
------------------ ----------------.------ 1.53591.<<-014 




Talile 3.2: GMAT/STK Cleat,mal Body Depeadent Parauleter Differe~lces (2) 
Test Case Semi-major "Axis (m) D11e Anomaly (rieg) Sr,rrlillttus Ib~t~unrjni) 
GEO-PRody 1.17871.e-006 1.90007e-005 7.42148~-007 
H~rpcrbolio2Rody 1.72076trOi)6 7.33.807~-03.2 1 .;%2204c-005 
ISS-2Body 2.08274~>-007 5.77472~r010 1.70985~-007 
Marsl-2Eody 0.000741843 1.15?478006 0.000794765 
klerc~~ryl-?Body 0.000199Y77 2.61636e-007 0.0001.75894 
Moon-2Eoc3y 0.0001113879 9.75722e-007 7.23717+T)05 
Nept1u~l-2Boijy 0.00597339 9.29478007 0.00497125 
Plutol-2Body 0.0111278 4.499e-006 0.9106515 
Sat~rrnl-2Body 0.00241793 9.55695e-008 0.002351 79 
IJranusl-2Bocly 0.0100126 9.19017e-007 0.00930348 
Vc1~~sl-2Body 0.000101745 3.07067~~008 0.00013854 
Ta5le 3.3: GMATjSTK Central Bc)dy Dependent E'art~soet~er Differences (:$) 
- -------- --------- ------ 
Test Case Apoapsis Ran. (m) Periapsis R;d. (m) Apo. Vel. ( r r ~ / s e c )  Per. Vel. ( rn jsec)  
GEO-2Eody 1.25148eOOCi 1.27323~006 8.21565tdI11 1.03029e.-010 
Hyperbolitr2B(;tiy N/ A 4.5(j927ct-006 N/A l..lj:6873c?-009 
ISS-3iBoi3-y 5.26597~007 3.38332~007 4.39648*010 3.472T8e-010 
hlarzrsl-2Body 0.00068364'7 0.000800038 2.75849e--007 4.8G309e-007 
Merc>ayJ.-2Botiy 0.000280259 0.0001.25894 7.84977~-008 8.3J31Be-008 
Moon-?Body O.(i00193031 1.47283.e-005 7.360:jle008 1.2G2;33e-.OCl8 
Ncptuncl-2Body 0.0107941 0.00538056' 2.2861~-006 2.1870:!~006 
Plutol-2Body 0.0145814 0.90998796 2.30184~-006 3.55073e-006 
Satnrnl-2Eody 0.002828 0.00203526 2.94646~-007 5.08262e-007 
Ilranusl-2Body 0.0133233 0.011759641 1 .41239e-008 1.43534e-006 
Vemlsl-2Body 0.00Q149412 0.000183741 8.88214e-008 1.50022~-007 
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Table 3.4: GMAT/STK Central Body Dependent Ptirizmeter Differences (4) 
Test Ca.?e CS-Energy (m? j s~ ; ' )  Latitude (clegj Lomgitntle jdeg) MHA jtieg]. LST (cteg) 
GEO-2Budy 2..G823e-007 3.2449Ke-008 3.1.L812e-007 0.00196854 0.00196864 
lipperholic2Bod~r 1.648466-006 5.655378008 1.350ltit~007 0.00196849 0.00196858 
ISS-ZEtrdy 1.74794e-006 1.07149+?-007 1.3276e-007 O.Ct0'1.96849 0.001.9686 
Marsl-2Eody 0.00149955 5.58338+007 9.730Gle007 N/A N/ A 
Mercxryl-2Body U.i1(30332532 1.58133e007 2.69f%le-C)07 N/A N / A  
Moou-2Body 11.000140608 7.42402ts007 1.06364e-OO(3 N/A. N/A. 
Ncpi;ilxicl-2Rody 0.033S365 7.:3!)515~~-007 1.156BGc-.OL)(j N/A W/A 
Plutol-2Ploby 0.00339014 3.20069~-005 7.44124~-005 N/A N/-4 
Stturnl-2Body 0.014334 1.24281~-006 5.18836e-0117 N/A X/-A 
Uranusl-2Body 0.023651 9.64237~-007 2.34538~-006 N/.A N/A 
V ~ U I E S L - ~ B I J ~ ~  O.~~OO5Ol)~j?7 2.3,2686e-008 3.83601e-008 N/ A N/A 
Table 3.5: GMAT/STX Ceatnd Body De1,eudent Piwmeter Differences ( 5 )  
Test Case Beta h g i e  (degj (FtxV)-iM;ig sec:) FC,.M?lg (112) 
GEO-2But'ly 0.000773444 0.00180444 1.88447~006 
Hyperbolic-2BoiIy 13.000706621 9.026665 1.35624~~005 
ISS-2Body 0.01134488D O,CIUi)71'34'24 4.62933e-1-007 
Mitrsl-ZBohy 0.00315966 1.23719 0.0126011 
blereuryl-?Body 0.00511923 0.220796 0.00224375 
~\Ioo~l-ZDody 0.00394712 0.000777618 0.00576446 
Neptnnel-2Rody 0.000741045 35.4559 !1.0763421 
Flukol-2Body 0.000530341 4.i11956 0.19231 
Satinnl-2Bo~ly 0.001~13058 21i.12.41 0.0181717 
Ura;nns1-2Bo:fy 0.000807228 55.902 0.1.01.524 
Vem~sl.-2P,o~~y 0.00414838 0.447268 0.000632365 
3.2. CEi\'TRAL BODY DEPEhTDENT PA_FZA,METERS '.. .. .~> 
Table 3.6: FF/GMAT Central Body Dependeat Parameter Differences (1) 
Teat Case Altitrxde [mj Eccentricity M. Anomaly ((leg) M. Motion jrsdjsec) Periotf (ser) 
GEO-2Bodp 8.207280.006 1.93962~-03.0 6.42153~.-(106 5.G9653c-016 ?.75617c-009 
Table 3.7: FF/GMAT Central Bo(Jy Depen.dex11; Parameter Differences (2) 
TesL Case Semi-major Axis (1:~) Triie Anonr:~IJr (cieg) S ~ I , : I ~ ~ ~ L ~ U S  R e c t ~ ~ n ~ ( r ~ t )  
GEO-2Bcdy 2.23373~-006 6.42i5e006 2.481:i.e-006 
ISS-2Body 4 . n ~ ~ 3 e 0 0 7  1.S6708e-001) 1.7917e-007 
'rabbi 3.8: FF/GMAT Centrid Body Depeuciex~t Pasxneter Differexices (3) 
Test C s c  Apoapsis Rad. (111) Pcriapsis Rid. (m j Apcj. Vci. (m/.sec) FJcr. Vcl. (n~,/sec) 
GEO-'LBody - 2.77-848e-006 3.00.197e-006 2.3!3764e-O(j$ 2.39013e-008 
T i b l ~  3.11: FFjGMAT C?cntrd Bocly Dcpcucic~~t Pnz.anctc:r Diffcrcmcs (4) 
...................... --- ---- - 
%st Case C3-Energy (rn".~ec:~) Latitude (deg) Zon@tude (cfeg) MI-LA (deg) LST (,drgj 
GEO-?Body 0.00014728 5.40781e-008 0 0.0i)300898 0.00300919 
Table 3.10: FF/GMAT Central Body Dq)endeiit Pwmleter Differences (5) 
'rest C;iw Betit Angle (deal (RxV)-Mag. jv??/sec) R,-Mag (m) 
GEO-2B0dy 45.7413 0.00429281 3.27.118~-006 
ISS-2Eody 98.3649 0.00104437 1.18325~-0(36 
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Table 3.11: FF/S'TK Central Body Dependent Parm~eter  Differences (1) 
Test. Case Altitude /m) Eccentricity M. Anomaly (deg) M. Motiou (racljse{::c) Period (set) 
GEO-2Body 8.04121~-Of16 1.9396~:-010 1.771152~-005 2.-i4679~-01.5 6.47560-009 
1%-2Body 0.427915 6.3il.e-012 1.73014e-009 9.1866fje-015 8.14907e-010 
T h l e  3.12: FF/STK Central Body Depe~derit Paameter Differe11ces (2) 
Tcst Crsc Scini-m::jor Axis (m) Ti1.i~ A n o ~ a l y  (dcg" ;)~clnil:~tus Rcctx~m(m) 
GEO-?Hn(.iy 2.08092e-006 1.77044e-005 1.92085e-006 
ISS-'LBodp 4.474716007 1.67336e-009 1.55524e-007 
___-_____-________________-~- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
Tiible 3.13: FF/STK Centlrd Body Dependent Pasatnetw Differences (3) 
Test Cilse Apoa,psis H;a(i. (m) Pmiaps:is 1titc.i. (m) .Ape. \'el. {:o./sec) Per. Vel. ( m / s e c )  
(350-2Botly 2.74304~-006 2.03727tr006 2.38!1)42(:-Orl8 2.387060008 
IS:,SS-.ZCody. 5.238fi9c-.007 6.24823~-007 2.871~llc-.OOCi 2.88605~-008 
. . ,  . - . ., . . 
Table 3.14: FF/STK Cs~i t rd  Body Dependent Panmeter Differences (4j 
Test Ciue C!bEnergy (7;~"se$) Latitude (deg) Longitutle (deg) MHA (degj LST !;(leg) 
0 - 2 E u d y  11.000147141 3.061i91e-008 (1 t'1.00497708 0.0(1497715 
1SS-2Bniiy 0.000442895 5.92635e-006 6.l431e-007 0.00-197708 0.0049771G 
'Table 3.15: FF/STK Central Body I)cpciidcut F'ziin'i(>tcr Diffcrcnccs (5) 
.......................... 2---------------- 
Test Case Beta Angle (Lleg) /&!?\.')-Mag im /sc!c) R-Aila,? (m) 
----------------- \ 252- ,- ---------- 
GEO-2Bociy 0.0007734a 0.003355067 4.05998e-006 
ISS-2Body 0.00344880 0.00178261 1.01 772~-006 
______-_____-_____l___--~-------------- 
3 -3 Coordinate System Dependent Parameters 
3.3.1 Naming Convention 
This section describes the naming convention for coordinate system dependent parameter scripts and outpult 
reports. The naming convention conqists of a case sensitive ordered series of option strings, separated by uinder- 
scores (- ). Currently, options are allowed for the following fields, and will be present in the file name: 
1. tool - The tool used to generate the test case 
2. traj - The trajectory to we. This includes initial conditions, physical parameters, and time step 
3. CS - The coorclinate system to use. The celestial body to use is followed by the CS in the name 
CSParanis precedes the tool field and 2Body precedes the CS field. The final CS file format is as followecl: 
CSParanls-tool-traj-2Body-CS.report 
:; ' 
.... 3.3. COORDIX4TE SYSTEM DEPEilDE.??T P-4RL4_nlETERS ..< - .  1 
The tool field should always be the first option field. Each field has a finite list of options, as follows (future 
options should be added to this list): 
1. tool 
STK - Satellite Toolkit HPOP or Astrogator 
F F  - FkeeFlyer 












- leo orbit 
- leo orbit 
- meo orbit 
- geo orbit 
- heo orbit 
- eccentric low orbit 
- eccentric low orbit 
- eccentric low orbit 
- eccentric low orbit 
- eccentric low orbit 
NOTE: Some test cases contain traj variations. In this case t ru j  precedes the modification. For exanrple. if 


































3.3.2 Comparison Script Information 
The script ulsed to perform the Coorclinate System comparisons needed for the Acceptance Test Plan is Compar- 
ison~Tool1~Too12~CS.m. Many elements of this script were extracted from the Comparison~Tooll~Too12~PV.m 
script. 
Comparison~Tooll~TooI2~CS.m was designed to allow the user to select two programs to compare to one another. 
The comparison involves taking the clifference of the variables listed in the Acceptance Test Plan Overview 
Chapter->Testing Methodology->Calcillation Parameters section. 
Refer to Appendix C for more cletails of this script ancl others used in the Acceptance Test Plan document 
3.3.3 Test Case Results 
The following results are for the Coordinate System-Calcullation Parameter section. The current GMAT Builcl 
is compared to STK and FreeFlyer for this section. 
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52 CHAPTER ~' . . ' .CALCULATIO~ PL4&\fETERS 
FF-STX conlparison res~llts presented in Tables 3.26- 3.30 are used as a way to determine if the GMAT com- 
parison values are acceptable. If G&UT comparison data is within the same order of magnitude as the FF-STK 
comparison clata that is acceptable. A more detailed acceptance metricjmatrix will be developed at a later [fate. 
Tdble 3.16: GhIAT/STK Coordiu;tte System Dependent Psrarueter Differences (Position) 
%st Case X-Pos (m) Y-Po6 (mj Z-Pos (m) 
GEO-2Eody-EarthFiucci 0.2281413654 0.04023080692 0.02037045935 
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3.3. ~JOORDLY4TE SYSTEM DEPEhTDEEVT PP_4R4METERS 55 
Tzble 3.18: Ghf-4T/STK Coordinate System Dependent Ptlramter DiEerences (Specific Anglbr Mornent-rmj 
Test Case X-(K) (v~?/st.c) Y- (H) fd /set) Z-(H) ( n ~ v l s e r : )  
GEO-2Rod;y-EarthF jxcd 10.77395299 2.103745961 434.31 13329 
GEO-2BocIy-EarthniIJ200OEc 1.13710075e-005 2.3066lti807 1.00025-$997 
GEO-2Body-Eczrt;hhiIJ2OOOEq 0 0 0.001.542503014 
GEO-2Botj)r-Eai;bbbIODE(: 1.670208945 0.001.840817276 0.001780885573 
GEO-2Body-E~t1~hiIODEc~ 1.670203311 0.00165651)18'>9 0.002357410267 
GEO-2Body-EarthMOEEc 2.1594884GSe-005 0.(1008076312952 0.00lG880221tiG 
G E O - ~ B O ~ . ~ ~ % ; ~ . ~ ~ ~ M C I E P ~ ~ ~  l.279825357e-005 2.84&632424(?-021 0.001542503014 
GEO-2Rody-E<trthTODEc 8.5322038 1.1)9!)137292 0.84121.71155 
GEO-2Body-EadIlTODEq 8..532204845 9.575566487 0.004365574569 
GEO-2Body-Earth'TOEEc 7.285380082 0.001295120455 0.001702574082 
GE0-2Bodjr-Elt1:i;l~TOEEq 7.285369859 1..252006488 0.001.396983862 
~~~erbc,Li~:-2~otiy-~;trth~ixeti,i 12999.1 150<5 5061.392323 11584.82854 
H~erbolic-2Boti~r-EwthM.J20OOEc 0.0002509729892 1.80931238 0.7227790775 
EIyyerbolic-2I30d~r-Eizrth,'LIJ2000Eq 0.000197488248 0.01781154424 0.01760781745 
Ryl,erbolic,2P,ody-Ea~t;hM.OUEc 1.183702615 0.0075:301i16131 0.02:33994'71SiiO 
Hyperbolic-2Body-EarthMODEy 1.183709749 0.0167492544:? 0.01817534212 
fIypcrbolic-22Uody-EttrthV/lOEEc 0.00026047443 0.0089275099!~)3 0.0233121682 
Eypcrboljc2B od;v-Ea~t1.&i[OEEq 0.000217340812 0.01.784064807 0.01.766602509 
H.verbcjlic-2Body-EarthTODEc 3.066649429 1.515742042 0.6022310L17 
I3~~er:rbulic-2BudpPEartkTODE~~ 2.066692929 5.03771336% 5.057320+L6 
Hgerbulicr%iod~r-EakhTOEEc. 5.182947816 0.130926957 0.023ti61.41.41 6 
Hyl)erl~olic,2Rc~riy-E~t;hTOFI.Ec~ 5.182958375 0.6900227163 0.6901467ii71. 
ISS-2Body-EarthFixeci 89.91428695 67.10288835 31.778341.51 
ZSS-2Body-I3a.rthG.SE 0.2475171641 0.0290456228 0.000451 1083721 
XSS-2Body-EartlzCSM 3.261.639904 22.63645729 28.37958561 
ISS-2~ody-Ea~rthMJ2000Ec 0.00075:?0(i16131 0.7919024!)38 0.2579763532 
ISS-2Body-EarthMJ2000Eq 0.0007603375707 1).0005566107575 0.0003i)l952%11 
1SS-2Body-Eartu4ODEc 0.4284956958 0.9411305655 0.001266016635 
ISS-2Bodj--EartfA~lODQ (~.4284956358 0.86298878!)7 0.3752284101. 
ISWEotly-E wtl~vOEEc, lJ.i10075;JC)616131 0.0C~02983142622 0.0004871891602 
ISS-2Body-Ea.rthMOEEq 0.0007603375707 0.0005566107575 0.000301952241 
ISS-2Body-EizrthTOE Er: 0.7372881407 2.260314432 1.1.2173!)lOGl.G 
ISS-2Body-EartllTODEq 0.7472772268 3.630950252 2.533914085 
ISS-2Boiiy-Er-trth'TOEEc 1.870539923 4.100922884 0.0004874891602 
1SS-2Body-EarthTOEEq 1.879554475 4.081139195 1.909433195 
Marsl-2Body-3~~sFixetl 23.98886318 22.2L717 10.38143819 
M;trs1-2Bod~--;-hfarsb?J2000Ec 0.9952709661 0.5993915693 0.5886722647 
Mms1-2Eo~J~~-bfitrsh~1~I3000Eq 0.9952691471 0.2361380806 0.774011094!16 
~~J:erciuy1-2:t3odgr-Mer~~~1r~~:~ixe~]. 0.327698217 0.48082711 1.5 0.2502738425 
Mr.rc1~yl~-2Body-Mercur~~k132OC)0Ec 0.1 878624971 0.2510159002 0.2059750X41 
Mercuryl-2Body-Merc~ayh~IIT'200OE~~ 0.187863406G 0.1111429479 0.2888264135 
Moon-2Body-MoonFhhed 5.71125554 5.283694918 0.1482353552 
h9oo11-2l!ody-h~foc:1rh~lJ-Z0OCJEc 0.001ti377;$34GG O.U43;jt!~!I;IZ53 0.01902935765 
Moon-2Eodphloonh~4J2OOOEq O.IJ01.038fj42949 0.01102576208312 0.0003556124284 
Nept1~1el-2Eody-Nept11neFked 42849.13634 13033.7'2977 95195.52572 
Nep turnel-2Eody-Nep ti.mt:!\AJ2OOOEc 29.59038829 77.10719365 79.3626532 
N ~ ~ ~ ; I I ~ L ~ ~ - ~ H ~ ~ ~ ~ N ~ ~ ~ I I L c M ; T ~ ! ~ C I O E ~  29.590:388213 84.00197472 57.43693328 
Pl11tol-2B0ily-Pl~t0Fk~d 12.(;6916559 15.03451797 18.39295624 
Plutol-?Body-PlutoMJ20OOEc 2.923416004 0.847347223.5 3.204913128 
Pl1itcl-2J3nd3;-Pl11toMJ20001.;q 2.923445891 0.8302175236 ;-;.I47571306 
Sai;r1r111-2Rody-Sst;ur;lFjxed 7341.511315 7084.905:318 664.71 77019 
S3;turnl-'2P,odjr-S;itun~hIJ2000Ec 13.2243149 25.11831926 27.36074765 
Sa,turnl-2Eody-Sa.tur1iMJ200OEq 13.22408297 16.91115992 24.03883263 
U~anr~sl.-2Rc~dy-UranusFhsd. 2955.545322 3574.1.69323 2353.71 1105 
IJi.ii,n~lsl-2Eoci~j:Ur;i11~wM,J2(10i"~Et~ 5.186127964 39.40385068 90.66710481 
Uran~-~l-2Eo~iy-UrnnllsM,J2000Eq 5.186419003 61.77691968 '77.83877663 
b7enusl-2Body-VenusFixeci 0.7762544101 0.3817622201 0.2173546813 
T ~ ~ I L ~ ~ - ~ R ~ ~ ~ - V ~ ~ ~ ~ L S ~ ~ I . T ' ~ ~ O ~ E C  0.2975638385 0.6:31.2984624 0.45OOG04074 
'Table 3.19: GX4T!STK Coordinzte System Dependent Pzrwneter DiEerences (Velocity Vector-based) 
Test Case Mag-\re1 (mjs) Right Bsc. of Tiel. (deg) Dec. of Vel. (tieg) 
GFO.-2Rody-.E;21.tllFix.cd 3,2785831 S7c-006 I..lG27Yi161.7 0.1.78531(i39 
G E O - ~ B ~ ~ J ~ - E W ~ ~ ~ ~ J ' ~ ~ O O E ( >  1.07913678e-010 2.74290i3123e-010 . 1.110862513~-009 
~~0-213od~-Et~r , r th :h l1~ '2000~~ 1..0791.3ti7Xe-ij10 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~03.1 0 
G E O - ~ R ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ - E ; I ~ ~ ? . ~ ~ ~ O I ~ E ~  1.070254!j!)6e-4I 0 1. .887912049a-009 1..108824303e-~:-01.1 
GEO-2Body-ExtI1h/iODE(i 1.070254996tt-01()~9~~6~-010 1.733170052t?-OO!J 7.3815653'J4e-010 
GEO-2Body-EasthM0EE.c 1.07913678e-010 3.628031209e-011 1.261213SGCie-011 
GEO-2Body-EarthMO:E'E2q 1.0791.3G78e-010 3.427658157e-01 1 5.65G303434e--015 
GEO-2Rody-EitrthTODEc 1.070254906e-010 !).4:2;3588!)7e-009 !).347012053e-01 C) 
GEO-2I)ody-EarthTODEq 1.070254!1!~6~-010 8.702897!158~-00!1 -1.850753133~G09 
GEO-2Body-EarthTOEEc 1.07913678~-010 8.130868423(?-009 1.261213356e-011 
GE0-2Rod)r-Eai;i1TOEEq 1..0791.3578e-010 7.4iiO56Y256e-003 3.266775493~-009 
H~q)art)c~lic-2Bc)tt~v-EmthFkat.l 4.71472088e-005 2.Ofil43290!J+OLL)7 5.5013fi8605r,O(IS 
H~rperboIic-2Bod~r-j.-Enrth~I,72000Ec 1.61G484724t+010 2.155502463~410 7.097700205e-010 
fi:,yerbolic-2Bo(ly-EarthiMJ2000Eq 1.616484724~-010 1.421085472e-012 9.201528428t:-01.7 
Ryperbolic-2Eodjr-E1lri;LVlODEc l.ti16484724e-010 1.8540!)0215e-009 1.578293052e-012 
B;vi,erbolic-2Body-Elu.th;C\/IODEq 1.616484724e-310 1.910734682e-009 7.:375620115e010 
Rj~(:.rrbolic-213ody-EarthMOEEc 1.616484724~-010 1.501615728c.-012 2.415845:S02c-!l13 
II~.pcrbu6c-2Botly-Etwtk~~lOF;Elq, 1.61.6484724(:-010 1.4.4!1507181c-01.2 hl.166O01291o01.3 
Hj~~erbulic-2Body-EmthTODEc 1.616484724e-010 3.401112281~-009 5.87760951e-010 
H~T;rrbolic-2Body-E&thTOD~ 1.81CdS4724e-010 5.039368034e-009 1.719470788e-009 
El~~erboli~-213ociy-Ei~l;hTO13E~ J..616484724~+010 8.098151305t:-009 2.41.5845302t:-013 
Hyperbolic-2Eodjr-Ewth.TOEEi.l 1.616484Y24r-010 8.594l1%9l9e-009 3.265999027e-009 
ISS-2Eocly-EwthFixeci 1.000267424e-006 1.289834UOSe-007 8.871187459e-!iOfi 
1%-2Bcdy-EtxthGSE 4.574llS861e-010 5.300009:32e-010 G.07380812;iir-011 
ISS-2Bcd-y-EarthGSM :3.125233405<?-008 2.998996!362e-008 3.987214825~-1308 
ISS.-2Dody-EafihMJ2000Ec 4.~3fi2!)1.351c:-0:10 8.295685738~-010 1.. :I 06(j4:1881)~--00!) 
ISS-2Bodgr-Earth34 J200[!Eq 4.63G291351e-010 1.52ti245796e-010 7.80993048e-011 
1SS-2Body-EarthMODEc 4.52970994e-010 1.852903608~-009 ti.02G290578e-011 
ISS-2Eudy-EartMtODEq 4.627409567e-Oil) 2.479552563e-009 7.349498787e-010 
ISS-2Eody-EhcthLiIOEEc 4.6:36291351tt-010 1.505977548e-010 6.103206829e-011 
1SS-2Body-EarthMOEEq 4.627409567e-010 1.526245796-010 7.80993048e-011 
ISS-1Rocly-East.I~~I~ODl3c 4.G274095(37<:-01O 3.1802471 i7(~-001) 11.44:37879T4e-(31.0 
1SS~-2Rociy-Eartl~T0DEq 4.627409567e-010 4.238856377~-009 4.1 (jS732914tt-i)09 
ISS-2Body-EatfiTOEEc 4.627409567~-010 8.094416002~-009 G.l0Y20$829~-011 
ISS-2Budy-EartllTOEEcl 4.627409567~-010 1.066265009~-008 3.25925234002~-008 
Aiarsl-2Eocijr-i\lIaruFixr,d ,, 3.9 F( J280G993e-006 9.347378707e-GO7 3.948958787e-007 
l\larsl-2Eody-Mx~h~I~J2I)OOEc 8.899687209~006 1.432667Ci02e-OOCi 8.13G789708e-007 
3~Iars1-2Bc;tiv-M;trsh4J2000Eq 8.899676995e-006 1.215923845i+OOCj 6.201468759i+007 
Bl~~rcinyl.-2l3i~dy-Merc11~Fixt!i~ 1.59941 1.27e-006 3.11.226507?e-007 1.274611101e007 
b,le~c~rt.y 1-2Rodp-h/ierc11r~~L1.J2000Ec S..50760fi047a~0(.)6 3. :?78604003e--I)1)7 1.397476694ti-!)07 
h'lercu1ryl-2Body-h/Ierc1iiyM~J2000E~~ 1.597(iOG047e-OCJG 2.85S95851e-007 1.4250252e-007 
h,foou-2Body-h4oir1lFixed 3.394075021 6~006 1.115449194~~006 5.525181203e-007 
?\Ivun-2PJody-MoonM32000Ec, Y .Y84815<)83~-006 1.24027915~~006 5.264534106~-007 
Ifoo1b2Eody:hdoonMJ2GCfOEq 3.384815983e-006 1.048296383e-006 5.36479'7317e-GO7 
Yep tunel-313~dy-XeptuneFi~i~(i 0.301546170623 1.309179918e-005 1.351642366c.-005 
Nept;unt:I.-213ody-Nep tuneh:[J20i)OEc 3.2054220til.e-005 I. .14086671.5c.-OOti B.8-47768099c.-!107 
Nepi;r~1ie1-2Rotiy-~NepttmeMJ200!)E.q :3.205422!14~~+0n5 9.77!3483.3:31a.007 4.R!J8895803e-0(17 
Plr:tol-2Bcdy-PlutoFi:eii 8.21784361 7e-0(15 4.7843151 726005 2.96601 50114+005 
Plvtto1-2Bod~~-PiuitoM.J2000Ec S.34.5292613e-005 5.6525-15477e-00.5 2.S77500014~-00.5 
Plut01.-23otl~r-Pi11toM,J20C1OEq 8.345292613~+005 4.8449G7677e-005 2.51.231.1485e-005 
Sd:il-r~l-2Rody-Ssi;iu:1Fixed 8.716019906~00(i 4.!)206099lle-007 >!.227543885e-008 
Sat,~-1snl-2I3ody-S at11r:1hIJ2000Ec *5.18404164c-006 1.242314625~-007 :',.306250017oG08 
S5VI.~rrLl-2Bod~~-Sasfur<M J2000Eq 5.18404164s006 1.061025898e-007 5.502B80978i~-GOS 
UI:~LK~I~Y I.-ZEodgiUra.nnijFi:<er.l :3.448082886+005 7.15 7807743e-006 7.5843131.549e-007 
~irmirs1-2Eody-TJrani~sMJ200f~Ec 2.627271023e-005 1.159199428~-0il(j 5.0lGOf53795e-007 
Uran1rsl-2Bcdy-UranusM.J2000Eil 2.Ci2727102:3c~005 9.843604971t:-007 5.0S2584709e-007 
Venusl-2Botly-~!em~s'Fixed 5.12510922fit+-007 3.69350061 6e-008 1 .7837479U%e-008 
V~~~~B~..-~RO~~~=V~:~IEA~I,J~OOOE~ 5.1.26095104e-00'7 :?.7:34696836e-008 1.708282227e-008 
..... 3.3. COORDIN4TE SYSTEM DEPEKDEXT P-AR4METERS 
Table 3.20: GMAT/STK Coordinate System Dependent Parmeter  Difierences (-4ndebaseci) 
Test Case A4rg. of Per. (deg) Decl. jdeg) Inc. ((leg) n-4 (tiegj Rr lAN ((leg) 
GEO-XBody-EarthFb~cd 3.357~-005 %.76S(:-008 0.2044 3.14Sc-007 9.529~:-005 
GEO-2Body-EarthMJ20l)lj%c 1.349~-005 1.111~~009 1.1116~009 2.715t:-010 O 
CEO-2Body-E.aztbMJ2000Eq 1.309e-005 0 I t -  3.513e-011 0 
GE0-2Rr.)(l y-EasthMODEc 1.381e-005 3.148a-011 Y.233e-013 I..Fi8fjt+-009 I .8ti4e-009 
GEO-2Body.-EarthMODEq 1 .S34e-005 7.381e-(010 7.648e-010 1.73ile-CJ09 8.(i57r010 
GEO-2Bodjr-EartlrMOEEc 1.349e-005 1.291-011 3.126e-013 3.401e-(111 0 
GI~O-~P,O~~-E~T~;~LMOE~";~ 1.443~-005 5.1;568015 0 3.513e-011 0 
GEO-2Rody-EitrthTODEc: l..356e-005 0.283.e-010 9.348e-01.0 O.5e-009 9.482e-000 
GEO-213udy-EarthTODEq 1.095~-005 4.652~-009 3.637~-009 8.705~-009 2..04Gc-005 
GEO-2Eody-EasthTOE%c 1.3fie-00.5 1.2916-011 3.233~~013 8.129~-009 8.107e-009 
GEO-2Rody-EarthTOEEq 8.314e-005 3.267e-00!1 1..764r-009 i.4fj2e-009 6.978e-005 
Hypert!olitr2E~jc!,vY'EarthF3r,t:(~ 3.504e-007 1.754.e-008 2.357ct-007 1.350007 l .528~007  
W~eert)c~lic-2Bc;tiv-E~rthM.T2000Ec 7.617e-012 1.096e-009 1.111~:-00!1 2.172s-010 l ./i-(5-013 
By~erbolic-2Boriy-Ec1.rth.M.J2~ 7.844e-012 R.207e-013 4.3346013 1.251e-012 2.5e-013 
ByyerboIic-2Body-Eiw:tl1.MODE(: 1.18e-011 1.561e-012 3.41 1.e.01.3 1.8546.009 L.858e-009 
H>~erboli~-2Body-EarthVODEq 1.052e-009 7.379~=010 ,5.8986013 2.4056009 i3.767e-010 
Hmcrbofic2Body-EItrtu40E& 7.518~-012 2.!3840-013 3.411~-013 1.3!)3c-012 1.4~-O1:i 
H~~c~rkc~lic-2S3c~tly-E;2stt~h~1OEEq 7.674~-012 8.313~-013 1..421c-013 1,.25lc.-OI2 0 
Hyperbolic-'LEody -EarthTODEc 9.422e-012 9.211i+010 9.348~-010 3.396eO09 3.33511-009 
Ii>~eiboli~-2Body-EarthT'ODEq 1.Y2~ie-009 3.924~009 4.1292-009 4.887e-009 I.G9Ge-009 
Il:~ert)t.~litr2Eoc~y-:Eit~:t;hTOFEc 7.7(32t:-012 2.!234e-013 3.375~:-013 S.O9ti~:-OO<J 8.1.07t;-0\10 
Hyyerl)olio2Roc:ly-Ea+thTOEEq 4.56le-(109 3.265+00!) 5.531.~-010 1.062~-008 4.29~-1.709 
ISS-!?Body-EarrthFixed 3.206e-008 3.275sOOS 3.9658-008 1.32Xe-007 1.38e-O(17 
ISS-2Body-EarthGSE 7.614e-010 6.5040011 5.684e-013 5.G8le-010 4.46:31+010 
TI5S-2Bod,y--E;~rthCSM 2.4'27~-006 3.928008 4.04Yt?-008 2.862+008 7.132e-0Oi3 
ISS-2130dy-Ei~hbiJZ000Ec 2.188~-009 l..10!1c-009 4.623~-010 8 2 - 0 1 !  7 .2!~c-00!) 
ISS-2Budy-Earth?/I J20OOEq 5.556e-010 7.966~-011 5.471e-013 1.525:t-010 5.4~-013 
ISS-2Bock~-EarthhlODE:c 5.451~-010 6.455e-011 1.59%-012 1.853e-009 1.852~~009 
ISS-2Bodj.-ExtbMODEEq 1..206~-009 7.378~010 5.2S3sOl(l 2.4%-009 J..29ltr0!19 
ISS-2Bociy-EarthMOEEc 5.4%-010 6.525e-011 4.121e-013 1.26%-010 7.105e-013 
ISS-2Body-E,zrth1\/1ilEEq 5.525~-010 7.3660011 5.471~013 1.625sOlO 5.542~013 
'ISS-2Bocl.y-E:zrt11TCjDEc 1.664e-00!1 <l.461e-01.0 3.89le-010 3.1.78a009 4.239e-009 
TSS-2Body-.EiscthTODEq ,3.:32e-0!19 4.1G:3e.-OQ9 3.569e.-O03 4.2483-009 $.395t*iElt!J 
ISS-2Body-EarthTOEEc 5.487~-010 G.526cri1ll 4.i15c-013 8.095:rOOrj 8.095~-009 
ISS-213ody-EarthTOEEq 2.Y2c-009 3.264~-009 2.669~-009 1.063.-1108 2.96~-009 
Ma.rs.1-2Body-Ma;.sFi.xr,d 2.247e-008 5.221e-007 5.014~908 3.731~-007 2.604e-007 
M a s  I-2Body-h'f m h I  J2000Ec 4.431~-008 8.568407 2.15%-009 1.285er-OUtj 1.562e-:-0!)9 
hiIilss1-2Eotly-h?ard5,12000Eq 4.543e-008 7.205~~007 2.049e-009 1.377c!-OilB 1.33%+01)9 
MC:T~;U~~I.-~B ocly-M erc uryI?jxaxl 7.2G3e-009 1 8 1 0 7  1..462t!-O09 2.Fi1)7~?-007 5.066e-000 
Me~c:uryl.-~2Bocly-Msrcuryh/I.J200OFlc 8.609e-009 1.98e-!1Cl7 3..0(14t*000 3.065+(107 2.237e-009 
Msrcuryl-2Body-R/IercuryAl.J!?OOOEq 7.477e-009 1 -73te-007 1.6[i4e-009 3.907s-007 1.02Ge-009 
hiIoon-2Rod;v-AIIoonEEir,ed 2.966e-008 7.424~-007 2.672e-009 1.064s-006 1.418e-007 
Moon-2Bodjr-hbo1lhIJ2OOOEc: 4.766~-009 7.387&007 4.114~-010 1.173~-006 ti.!iC):j~~--010 
hioun-2Body-h%or1h~1J20UOEq 6.126e-C100 6.356e-007 1.155.'-011 1.246e-006 G.cici8e-012 
Nept1mel-2Eody-h:eptu111eFked 4.002~-005 5.911~~007 1.3-ile-005 1.157~~006 7.627(r-00ti 
Nep hnel-2Boci;y-h:ep t~uneM:J2C)OOEc 2.001.e-Of18 6.812e!107 . . l . l t - 8  1.1158e-UOti 1.04.2<i-0(18 
2.142e-008 ti.033a-007 B.Ci!)e-O(l!) 1. .I 47e-006 1 .42t.-4l(18 
Pl11toi-2Boc~-PllitoPi'i-ed 6.512e-006 ;5.2010005 7.484e-007 7.441e-005 8.117e-OC)7 
Fbztoi-2Eody-PlutoMJ2000Ec .5.338e-007 .'$.30e-005 4.962e-008 G.lOGe-i)05 3.472e-008 
Plii.tol-2Bod;i.-Pli:to~d.:I2000Ec, :;.O?:t!-OO? 2.963e-005 3.899::-0138 5.S:Sf?-005 5.3 7%-008 
S~i.ti.rr'n.1-?Body-Sat11rnFix:ed 1. .608e;007 5.809s-008 5.751.e-008 5.168e-007 4.571e-007 
s"&urn1-2I3ody-SatunlMJ200GEc 3.2511~-009 7.328~-005 6.576~-010 1.17!)~007 !).333+010 
Saturn1-2Bociy-Satur11MJ2OOGEq 4.S5e-909 5.548e-008 .5.383e-010 1.273:-007 11.028[?-010 
T~ri~xii1sl-2Rc~dj-U1:a,~l\sFixed 4.529e-006 8.4e-007 3.03e-007 2.345e(lOti J.til.Fje-OCi? 
Uranusl-2Bocly-TJrx1i1~Xii,J20i~OEc 1.129e-008 ij.Se-007 8.766tcO09 1.112~~lOli 5.318e-009 
t'rmusI-2Body-UranusM.720OOEq 1.392e-008 6.011~-007 6.4311i;-OQ!j 1.201<:-006 115-008 
'iienusl-2Body-VenusFixed 1.1112~-009 2.227e-(108 1 3 - 1 0  :3.825e-:-(108 1 .158~~000 
~~~eni:s1-2Eod~r.-\~e~~euusiL1.1200i!E~c 2.027~-009 2.lfi2e-008 4.2&~-010 1 - 1  8 7r ia~ -c i l  rb 
Table 3.2 1: FF IGh1A-l' Coordinate System Dependent Par me te r  Differences (Position) 
Test Case X-Pos (rn) Y-Pos (m) 2-Pos (mj 
ISS-2BodyEartliM32000Eq 2.54757424~-005 2.5:1.B884479c-005 2.3215'38913(?-005 
Table 3.23: FF/GMA-r Coordinate Systen~ Deper~ciexit Parameter Differmces (Specific Angdar I\iSo~neritumj 
Test Case - H s c  Y-(H) (snvlsec) 2 (H) im"!st?c) 
ISS-2Bcdy-Eit~.tirMirMJ'~0O~)Eq 0.0005493347999 0.001340690137 O.!W15679688Ci6 
?'able 3.24: FF /~MA-r  Cocvrdin;~te Sysliern Dependent Pararueter DifEt2rexices (V'c~I.c)ciq Vector-based) 
,- 3 S.esl; C!itse 1 - 1 1  i n )  Right A.sc. oi Vel. (da:g) D6:i:. of 1Je:l. ((leg) 
. . - - . . - - - - - - - . - i - - l  
1.SS-2Bod-y-E;ir th k ~ ~ ~ l 2 0 0 0 ~ ~ ~  .. S.8Ci0087904c!--0!17 296.2!)28006 67.36750845 . 
---------*----.-.e----p-------------.-.-----.---*----**----------- 
* 
%~ble 3.25: FF jGMAT (?oordina;te System Dependt'llt Pariuneter Diffefe?.ences (Angle-brued) 
Tcst C:wc Arq. of Pcr. (dcg) Dcd. (dcg) hlc. (cicg) EiA (dcg) RAAN (dcg) 
IS 5-2Eody-EarthMJ2000Eq 1.681e-009 5.8S4e-010 4.fjSie-010 7.G%~tO10 2.418e-010 
; .: 
3.3. COORDIM TE SYSTEM DEPEXDEATT P-4RA43fETERS i,.,...'. 
Table 3.26: FF/STK Coordinatte System Dependent Parameter Differences (Position) 
Test Case X-P~,JS {n~i Y-Pos O-nl 7-Pos (m) 
Tabic: 3.27: FF/STK Coortlina,te System Depentleat Parameter Diffe-cennces (TTeloci1;y) 
--------------- -------------------------------------- 
'Test Case X-Tf&l (in /s\ 'Y-Ve.1 (rn Is! Y,-'Ve?: (1'11 js) 
Table 3.28: FF/STK Coordinate System Depentler~t P ~ m ~ n ~ e t s r  Difference* (Specific Angnlar hlomentmri) 
Test Chse X-(H) (.m"/sec,j Y-(H) j?n2/st;c) Z(H) jni"sec) 
ISS-2E0dy-Eartld14~J2oi1OEq 0.0005711(i28727 0.001346052159 0.01314(3246748 
l?;l';zbIe 3.29: FF/STK C'oordirra.te System Dependent P;~sa.r~ei;er Differer~c.es (Velocity Vec:tor-'t-)i~cxi) 
--- , 
,- 7 
.I.esl; Case Ma.g-Yel (mjs) Right A.sc. o.f V d .  (ded Dec. of J7t:l. (d(:g) 
--.-- ----- - -  
iSS-2I3otly-Eart8thM~J2001)Eq 4.857803049t!-007 2!)6.2928008 67.36750845 
- ------------ -- 
---------- - 
Table 3.30: FF/STK Coordinate System Dependent Pwuneter Differences (_411gle-base3) 
Tcst C?WC rlrq. of Pcr. (dcg) Dccl. fdcg) I n c  ) RA (dcg) RAAN (dcg) 




GMAT's integrators were tested on a system level in order to verify that all the integrators were working correctly. 
In order to minimize the effects of other forces/elements, the two-body cases from the Propagators section were 
used, with some morliication, for testing the integrators. The report o~l tp~l t  interval and integrators were the 
only parameter changed when using the Propagator two body test cases. Data was outputted in ten minute 
intervals. 
4.1 Initial Orbit Conditions 
The ISS and GEO two-body case's initid orbit parameters were used from the Propagation section (Chapter 2) 
for the test cases in this section. 
Refer to Appendix B.l Tables B.l- B.13 for a listing of all Propagation initial orbit states llsed for the Integrator 
test cases. 
4.2 Naming Convention 
This section describes the naming convention for integrator scripts and output reports. The naming convention 
consists of an ordered series of option strings, separated by unclerscores (- ). Currently, options are allowed for 
the following fields, and will be present in the file name in order: 
1. tool - The tool wed to generate the test case 
2. traj - The trajectory to use. This includes initial conditions, physical parameters, and time step 
3. znteg - The integrator to use 
The word Integrator precedes the tool field and 2Body follows the integ field. The final integrator file format is 
as followed: 
Integrator-tool-traj-integ-2Body.report 
The tool field shoulcf always be the first option field. Future aclclitional fields shoilld be added to the end of the 
list of fields. Each field has a finite list of options! as follows (future options should be added to this list): 
STK - Satellite Toolkit HPOP or Astrogator 
1. tool FF  - FreeFlyer 
GMAT - General Mission Analysis Tool 
ISS - leo orbit 
2' tra' GEO 
- geo orbit 
NOTE: Some test cases contain traj variations. In this case traj precedes the modification. For example, 
if an ISS trajectory is needed with a different Cd? traj coulcl be ISSdifTCdl. 
RKV89 - RungaKutta 8(9) 
RKN68 - Dorman(lE&IikkawyPrince 6(8) 
RKF56 - RungeKuttaFehlberg 5(6) 
3. integ PD45 - PrinceDormand 4(5) 
PD78 - PrinceDormand 7(8) 
B S - BulirschStoer 
ABM - AdamsBmhforthMoulton 
4.3 Comparison Script Information 
Comparisonlnteg.m is the script used to perform the integrator comparisons needed for the Integrators section 
of the Acceptance Test Plan. This script was designed-to allow the user to select a GMAT Build or the exact 
analytic solution to compare to one another. 
Refer to Appendix C for more details about this script and others used in the Acceptance Test Plan rloc~mient. 
4.4 Test Case Results 
The following results are for the Integrator section. The GMAT Integrator results are being compared to an 
exact analytical two-body solution. We'd like the comparison data to be as close to zero as possible. A detailed 
acceptance metric/matrix will be developed at a later date. 
2t'ol.e 4.1: Ex;~ct/C4h~lAT GE0 1rli;e:;r;lt:ol: Test Case Compa.rison 
Test Case Positioti Differeuc:e(iw) 'irelocil;.y Dijferellce(lr JR)  
A.HM-2Hociy 0.0001127712184 8. J.7870'?643+009 
ES-2Botiy 6.290317204e-006 4.535189696tsi109 
PD46-2Botiy 3.297921562e006 2.320908148e-009 
P1)78-2I3~1~~ 1.622370346t.-005 1.253046654e-009 
.N<F56-2Bod.y 3.361)6!)7578~-005 2.564071 01XoOOO 
WGX-2Dody 1.73312CiS62c-005 1.297703489~-009 
ILKV89-%Body 0.0001127?121E4 3.138707613:,.-009 
....... .............. ..... 
.:. .. ....i . ..,. .* 
... g .' '!:, ?& .: j Y 
:> $ y:., <,a ...& ..& ., ,> : $ . .  , .. : .... :: : . .  j ....- j??:..' ...................... 
. . .  
I. , . >  . r :  i! $. .:. 3 t.4: r (.j, ii S B ;,> : - :"i +-.' ."- 
.i J ,%, <.&;.i, :.; * :: >!....' ". k.,:. ...... .. ......... ..$. :t, .... .. ... . . . .  L .. .:, ,i ., .?, . ; .... r.': j .;: 
4.4. TEST CASERESVLTS :. ., , ..J 
Table 4.2: Exrtct/GMAT ISS Integrator 'I'est Case Comparison 
Test Case Position Difference(n1) Velocity DiEerc:nce (m/s! 
ABR~1-2Body 1.05221 1123~2-005 1.172GG5432c-008 
BS-ZBody l.ti91079091e-005 1.926879767e-008 
PDil5-2Eody 3.080434fi54e-1105 3.521.81665Ee-008 
PD7S-2EotIy 3.712A21462e-005 3.15324572e-008 
RKF56-2Botl-y 3.336029534e-005 3.80119779e-008 
RI<N68-2Body 3.61 7025126e-006 3.S75411333e-009 




GI\1IAT7s Stopping Conditions were tested on a system level in order to determine if it stops correctly on user 
selected conditions. Refer to Table 5.1 for a list of the stopping conditions tested and the units used for the 
olltpnt of data. 
'rible 5.1.: Stopping Conditions 
S ti;pping Contiition Stopping Vnhu: Unit 7Jst:d 
E ~ o c h  ((A1 Modified ,J~dim Date) 23155.04203743497/ Days 
Apu  psis 
E1epr;ecl Days 





XY Pla11o Irltc?rsecoion 




45, 00, k I$!) 
0 
3600 
45, 90, & 180 
z-0 
yd]  
'1% in dcgrccs 
Da35 
Days 
MA In tiegrat:~ 
T-4 ia degrt:es 
Seconcts 
T-4 in degrees 
Km 
K I ~  
5.1 Initial Orbit Conditions 
For a listing of the initial conciitions used to procluce the data for the Stopping Conclition~ Section, refer to 
Table 5.2 for the Earth based non-hyperbolic point mass test cases: Table 5.3 for the Earth based non-hyperbolic 
all forces test cases, and Table 5.4 for the Earth basecl hyperbolic point mass test cases. 
Table 5.2: Initid Orbit Parameters (EarthPM fii E~tllAf~J200OEqPM) 
Initiill State Parameter Pw;xneter Value (unit) 
Coordin;tte S ys tern (CS) Earth h.Ieitn 52000 Equator 
X -8043.9600382977915 (km) 
Y -1564.9950345568864 (Xcrx~) 
Z 8760.9601677510364 flcrn) 
\X 0.99561303787927ti3G jkm) 
VL' -6.883416S529193462 (!iui) 
VZ -0.465ii6090709653452 (km) 
Mass (No Fc~el) 850 (kg) 
C (1 2.2 
Cr 1.3 
Drag Areit 1.5 (m2) 
Drag Motlei Pu'one 
NSG Model W one 
SRP Area 1 ( 7 2 )  
SRP Off 
Ix~tcgrator Tjpc RmlgaKutta 8(9) 
Integrat.ur Illit. StepSize. BO (see) 
Integstc~r Acc:~ra,cg 1e-1.3 
Inte,qator Max. StapSiue 2700 fsecj 
Report Precision 16 significant figures 
I'teport StepSizi: 0t11y initial stake 
Report (S/(':'t> Same as ir~i1:ia.l ststir, CS 
5.1. INIT1;1L ORBIT COIL'DITIONS 
Table 5.3: I~litial Orbit Parameters (Earth411 Si Ea1-khMJ2000Eq~411) 
Initial State Parzi,nleter p;uaet t?r  Vhlt? ( ( u ~ ~ t )  
Cuordiriatc Systclu (CS) E:trth Mcarl J2il00 Eqllat~r 














Degree x Order 
SRP h c &  
SItP 
Integrator Q p e  
Integrator Init. Stepsize 
Integr;l.itt;or A.c:c!~r~cy 
Int.egrai;or Max. Stepsize 
1iep'r.i; Preclision 
Report Stc?pSizt! 
-Is(j4.t)9503455ti~~ti4 j ~ m )  








J X C C ~ ~ A  Rx)l)er t s  
150/150 
....... ..... $ ".. /< , -. ,. . 
...,. . ....................... $.$.:.,:;$ .!.$. .. f .$ ,<, .: ,... , 
$ p . ; .. $ : ... $ <..) {; .$'..::<.:., :.,, ....... .a. .<.,.<,:.a, $.j :$ .a. 2.. : : ..... .,% .2., ....... >.'; ..... : *...,., 
CH-AP&R 5. STOPPING COAVDITIOA'S 
Table 5.4: 'Injtia.1. Orbit Paameters (EarthPMhyper & Emtkb~J2000E(~PbIh~pt?~j 
;: .11\:lal State Parametttr Pa?amete,r Valllc: (.unit j 
Coordinati: Sg tc~ l i  (CS) Ezrtlt hilcai 52000 Eqtiatitor 
X 12371.791482ti34855 (1;m) 
Y 5850.7627227610719 (knl) 
Z ,5050.7627227G1071. (a) 
VX -7.9X59921.35'l 2608487 (lcm) 
'GT 2.44520073255755 (linl) 
VZ 2. WS2007325575495 (krn) 
(No Fael) 850 (kg) 
Cd 2.2 
Cr 1.8 
D r a , ~  Area 15 (m2) 
Drag .Model Noxxe 
NSG Motld None 
SI!P Area 1 (7)i2) 
S1i.P off 
I:.~.tegr;~tor Type R.m:g:~Kutta, 8(9) 
Lltcgratar Iuit. StcpSizc 60 (scc) 
I~tcgrator Accuracy lc-13 
Tnteg:g.r;2.tta hfiuc. StepSiae 2700 (set) 
H,ep:lr,ort Precisiua 1 ti signifirxi t figures 
H.eport SteppSixe Only initid ststa 
R,ep:)rt CS,/Cb Same s initial state CS 
---------- -- --------------- 
?W)le 5.5: Init.i;:J. -Ort~ii; Pasa~n.c:ters jM'oonPM) 
- 
Xniti;zl Stat,e Puramet-er Pns;znlei:,er kdue  (~mii;) 
- ---- 
Co!.ndinnte Systen~ (CS) E a t h  hiean 32009 Equacur 
X -1.486.79211.75.9154.52(10 (kxn.) 
Y 0.0 (hn) 
Z 1486.792117191543000 (luni) 
'VX -0.1.429277291.44255 (klxi) 
%?c' -1 .C~:!.437fj2.?.?::7537 $a;) 
VZ 0.142927729144255 (km) 
A4ilss (XU I;~cl) 850 (kg) 
Cd 2.2 
Cr 1.8 
Drag A?(:& 15 (m2j 
131a.g MotZel None 
KSG Motiel n'onc! 
SRP -Area 1 (rri2j 
SRP Off 
111,tcg;rakor Typo Rong:';~.Kn tta 8 ( ! I )  
Iiltagrtltur Init.. StepSize ti0 jsec) 
Intepatar Accllracy li.-13 
.htegitix)r Max. S tvpSize '2700 (sec) 
TIepc~rt Preeisi on. 1 G significant figures 
Reylirt Stepsize 01ily initid state 
Repc~rt CS,/Cb Snnle s initial state CS 
....... 
.............. 
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5.1. IXTrIAL ORBIT C()L" \JDIT~,~S  ...,_. ._+ 
Table 5.6: Initid Orbit Parameters (MersPhl) 
Initial State P a m e t e r  Parmeter Value (unit) 
Coordinate System (CS) Earth Mean ,J2000 Eauator 
x -2737.4816461 7308200a (kmj 
Y 0.0 (Ism) 
Z 2737.4816461 7:$082000 (lixn) 
VX -0.311321(i95052fi49 (hn) 
VY -3.553492313930950 (kr11) 
VZ 0.31 1.321fi05~j52650 (Em j 
Mass (No F~lel) 850 (kg) 
Cd 2.2 
Cr 1.8 
Drag A4rea, 15 (n?) 
Drag Modd KOII<> 
KSG Ivlodcl no~lc 
SRP .hen 1 (d) 
SH,P Of1 
Intr->gator Type: h'.~mgitIin t til 8 (9) 
Integrekor Init;. Stt?pSizt? 60 (sttc) 
Il~.teg~.,ztor Accnracv le-13 
Iiltegntor Max. Stepsize 2700 jsec) 
Report. Prcciaiou 16 signifiotu~t f i g ~ x c ~  
Report* StcpSizc Orliy iuitiai statc 
Report CS/Cb Same a initi:*l state CS 
ing Convention 
This section describes the naming convention for stopping condition scripts and outpurt reports generated for 
use in GMAT's Acceptance Test Plan. The naming convention consists of an ordered series of option strings, 
separated by uinderscores (- ). Currently, options are allowed for the following fields, and will be present in the 
file name in order: 
1. tool - The tool wed to generate the test cases. 
2. Cb - The Central Bocly used for the stopping condition: including the force model setup. 
3, stopCond - The stopping condition llsecl for the test case. 
The word StopCond precedes the tool field. The final stopping condition file format is as followecl: 
S topcond-tool-Cb-stopCond.report 
The tool field shoulld always be the first option field. Future additional fields shoulcl be added to the end of the 
list of fields. Each field has a finite list of options, as follows (future options sholild be added to this list): 
STK - Satellite Toolkit HPOP or Astrogator 
I. tool F F  - FreeFlyer 
GMAT - General Mission Analysis Tool 
EarthPM - Earth central body with point mass force model 
EarthnIJ2000EqPM - Same as EarthPM and plane intersection calcuilations based on EarthMJ2000Eq 
EarthAll - Earth central body with all force model types turned on 
3. Cb EarthniIJ2000EqAll - Same as EarthAll ancl plane intersection c a l c ~ l l a t i o ~  basecl on EarthRIIJ2000Eq 
Earth#l\I~dtiSatsPhIl - Same as EarthPM and the test case involves # satellites 
h.larsPM - Mars central body with point mass force model 
hIloonPM - Moon central body with point mass force model 
AlILlodJulian - A1 Modified Jldian Date 
Apoapsis - Apoapsis of orbit based on TA 
Days - Elapsed Days 
MA### - ### degree Mean Anomaly 
Periapsis - Periapsis of orbit based on TA 3. stop Cond Seconds 
- Elapsed Seconds 
T-4### - ### degree True AnonlaIy 
XYplane - XY Plane Intersection 
XZplane - XZ Plane Intersection 
YZplane - YZ Plane Intersection 
5 -3 Comparison Script Information 
Comparison-StopC0nd.m is the script used to perform the comparisons needed for the Stopping Condition c h a p  
ter of the Acceptance Test Plan. This script was designed to allow the user to select a GMAT Build and/or the 
exact soIution to compare to one another. 
Refer to Appendix C for more details on this script and others used in the Acceptance Test Plan docliment. 
5.4. TEST CASE RESriLTS 
5.4 Test Case Results 
The following results are for the Stopping Condition section. The GMAT Stopping Condition resrllts are being 
compared to the exact desired stopping condition. We'd like the comparison data to be as close to zero as 
possible. A detailed acceptance metric/matrix will be developed a t  a later date. 
Refer to Table 5.1 to determine the units used in the Difference(s) column of the Stopping Condition conlparison 
res~llts. 
Table 6.7: E ~ C ~ / G & ~ T '  EarthPM StopConcl Test Case Comparison 
Stopping Coi~dition Difference(s) 
A1Moc!,J11liittl 3.ti371178807e-(ll2 
Apoizpsis 1.30741 830Se-006 










Table 5.8: Esact/GMLfl E:tl.%11A11 StopCuz~d %st Cmc Comparison 










S e a  4.1C40951586e-007 
T.4180 O 
TA9i) S.0765971690010 
Table 5.9: Exatf /GMAT EaribPhfhyper StopCond %st: &se Corrlpiidscil2 









TA45 1 .,',i;O7861640008 
TA90 3.O4157i)S510Q06 
I I . :  Exact~/GM~lir M;lssPh:r S-topCund Test C!ase Clorripasiso~i 












Tal11.e 5.12: Exact/GkI,U E~~~I~N,J~OC)OEQPM Si:opCu.ucl Test C:ae Co~npaxisol: 
Stc.)pping CondiLion DifIerezice(s) 
XYplane 1 .I)674066S0t?-(i!l7 
. ,.. . . . Y ''* / I .. : . . . . . .,. . .. .:., " ., . . . ..,., : ::, 
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5.4. TEST CASE RESULTS ':. ,. , ..: 
Table 5.13: Emct/CTvIAT Ea~t~1.kIJ2000EaAtl. S1x)~Cond. Test Cme Corn.x);wison 
Table 5.14: E~xxt,/'Gl\ilAI' EarthMJ2000Eq13&iliyper StopCond Test Caw Coi~par i~on  
---------- ------ ---. 
Stopping Conditim llifFerlce(s) 
XYplarie 9.138221522e-007 
XZplanc 9.138204201~-007 
YZpl~l t?  3.637831914~-006 
Table 5.15: Exact/<2MA4T Mo<>1&1J2000EqPM StopC1.oncl Test Case C<>n1r~ariso11 
Stoppirig Coilditio~l Differencejsj 






Table 5.16: ExactjGMAT M~~HMJ~C)OIIE~PRI. StopC~tnd Test ( h e  Ck.xn.piuison 
S topping Con(lif;io~l DilTerence(s) 
X y p l u ~ : ~  c 2.3841857!)1.a-007 
mplalc? 0 
YZplme 2.2351 74179e-007 
Table 5.17: Exxt/GM,YI? Earth3Mnlt,iS;~ttsPM StopCond Test C;se C'o:npxi~ori 
-- **. - .-- 
Stoppi~~g  (101iditi011 Uiffere~ice (s) 




The libration point tests are designed to verify the location of various libration points. In each software tool 
used the location of the libration point is defined by the tool and then converted to a MJ2000Eq representation 
for comparison pnrposes. 
6.1 Initial Orbit Conditions 
Table 6.1: Init,iaml Orhit Parameters (Sun-Earth(SEj Libration Poix11;s) 
Tnjtid State Pasameter P;tram.eter Value jnrlit) 
C~(:oxdir:;~.tc SYS~;CIJ! ((3) S:m-Earth L#* MJ20OOEq 
X o (IiIrl) 
Y o (km) 
Z 0 (loll) 
ITX 0 (lcn~) 
V-Y 0 (lull) 
TiZ 0 (krn) 
AiIttss ( go  Rrel.) 850 (k .:I \ kj  
Cld 2.2 
C7r 1.8 
Brag Area 15 (m2) 
Drag Model. None 
NSG hlodel None 
SItP it-ea 1 (;r~?j 
SRP Off 
Integrstor Tjrpe N/A 
I~ltegr~tox Init. Stepsize N/A 
Intcgra,t.tor Acc~uwy N/ A 
Integrator Ma>:. SiiepSize N/A 
Repoxt Precision 16 sigrlificiut fig~ues 
R,eport Stepsize Only initial 5txt.c 
:Report CS/Ch Earth MJ2OOOEq 
NOTES: (*) AE five Libration puiats are defin!:d il; tha test script. 
Table 6.2: Init,id Orbit Parameters (3 m-Earth-Moon(SEh4) Libration Points) 
lnitial State Paraneter Parameter Value (unit) 
Go.or&nai;c Systcm fCS j Sxn.-Eartl~..hIoox~ L#* hIJS1)OOEq 
X 0 (ha) 
U 0 jkm) 
z !I (l<[rl) 
VX 0 (lin.) 
T,?- iJ (ltm) 
'C'Z 0 (linij 
Mass (No Fuel) 850 (kg) 
Cd 2.2 
Cr 1.6 
Drag Area 15 (m2) 
Drag M~~tia l  Xone 
NSG Mode! None 
SiiP Area 1 ( r r ~ ~ )  
SRP 0 tf 
I;ltegra%or Type N/A 
I;ltcg~:ra%ur Init. StcpSizc N/A 
T:ii:cg~ai;or Accurwy N/.A 
hteg;cattv hlax. Stepsize N 1-4 
Report Precision Iti sig-mificmt fi,mres 
Rep url; S tc5pSixe 0111y initial s tal;t: 
Report CS,/Cl) Earth MJ2000Eq 
NOTES: (*) All five libration points are defineti in the test script. 
ing Convention 
This section describes the naming convention for libration point scripts and o ~ l t p ~ l t  reports generated for use in 
GMAT's Acceptance Test Plan. The naming convention consists of an orderecl series of option strings, separateel 
by underscores (- ). Currently, options are allowed for the following fielcls, ancl will be present in the file name 
in order: 
1. tool - The tool wed to generate the trajectory. 
'1. 6bQpe - The type of libration point used for the test case. 
3. libpoint - The libration point used for the test case. 
The word LibrationTest precedes the tool field. The final stopping conclition file format is as followed: 
LibrationTest-tool-lib Type-1ibPoint.report 
The tool fielcl should always be the first option field. F~it~lx-e aclclitional fields sho~ild be added to the end of the 
list of fields. Each field has a finite list of options, as follows (fut~lre options should be aclded to this list): 
STK - Satellite Toolkit HPOP or Astrogator 
F F  - FreeFlyer 1. tool GMAT - General Mission Analysis Tool 
OD - Orbital Determination Toolbox 
SEPlL - Sun Earth Moon 
I ? ,  lzbnpe SEL - Sun Earth 
3. libPoin,t j: - The libration Point number 
6.3- COi\/1:PP4RISON SCRLPT Iil;'FORA.I.14TION 
6.3 Comparison Script Information 
Comparison~Tooll..Too12~ibr.m is the script used to perform the comparisons needed for the Libration Points 
chapter of the Acceptance Test Plan. This script was designed to allow the user to select two tools from a list 
for comparison. The Tools available are presented in this chapter's Naming Convention section. 
Refer to Appendix C for more cletails on this script and others u~secl in the Acceptance Test Plan document, 
6.4 Test Case Results 
The following results are for the Libration Points section. The current GMAT Build is compared to STK for the 
Libration Points section. We'd like the comparison data to be as close to zero as possible. A detailed acceptance 
metric/matrix will be developed at a later date. 
Table 6.3: Gh.IAT/STK SEM Li':)rationTest Test Case Con~l~arison 
Lil~ri~tjon Poinr Position Difierence(xnj V~lorjtv Differenc:e~rn ,'s! 
Taldc 6.4: GML4T/STK SE LibratiouTcst R s t  C h c  Curupaxison 
-------  




Once an initial state was created for these Delta V test cases, a set amoulnt of Delta V was applied. For the 
impulsive bum test cases delta V values of 0.1, 0.1, and 0.1 were applied in the X,Y: and Z axes respectively for 
either the Cartesian or VNB axes. Each test case generate a report that contains the Cartesian elements of the 
state before and after the inlpurlsive b~irn. 
7.1 Initial Orbit Conditions 
Initial conditions for the impulsive bum delta V test cases are presented in Tables 7.1- 7.4. 
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CHAPTER 7. DELT,4 V 
Table 7.1: Initial Orbit Pailmeters (Earth Impulsive B t m )  
I_______________-______--_------------------ 
Initid St;itt: Pasimi:tq:r P;t.;mc<t,er Vizliir: (imit) 
start & stOp r r k ~ l ~  01 JUL 2000 ll:Xk28.000 (UTCG) 
Ccr~tral Bocly Earth 
Coordinate Systaxu Earth Alean J2000 Equator 
X 7378.0 (krnj 
Y 0.0 ( 1 . ~ ~ 1 )  
Z 0.0 (Icru) 
vx 0.0 (km) 
VII 5.197381119384G(327 (Iirfi) 
V'z 5.1.973 81.110384601.13 (lim) 
hPss  (No Fuci) 850 (kg) 
Cd 2.2 
Cr I..Y 
Dr8.g 1.5 jm2) 
Drag- M(GYel None 
PNIG Boclit?s Only (:elitral Eody 
NSG Model None 
SRP Areit 1 ( r r ~ ~ j  
SRP Off 
Integrator 'I'ypc FLur?gaKut,t,a 8(9) 
h~tegra~tor hit. ti0 (sec) 
Intagratvr Mm. Stepsize 2700 (secj 
Iritegrator Accr~rwy le--13 
Iteport Precision 1tj sigiiificant figuraa 
Tteport CS/Cb Stme is i r~i t id  state CS 
Tablc: 7.2: Initial Orbit Parameters (Mars I~pl l ls i~re Bums) 
Initial State Pmuneter Parameter Vahie (unit) 
Start & Stop Time 01 Jan 2000 11:59:28.000 (UTCG) 
Cectral i30dy M>i+s 
Coo.rdiu.at;e Sysi,ern Mars Meim 52000 Eqaatior 
X 4500.0 (km) 
Y 0.0 (h) 
Z 0.0 (h) 
Tm 0.0 (kw; 
IT 2.18144838G859766 (liln) 
VZ 2.1914448386859713 (knl) 
Mass (No R:ei j 850 (kg;) 
Cd 2.2 
Cr 1.8 
Drag 15 (m2) 
Drag Model n'0n.e 
PMG Bodies Orlly Central Body 
NSG Model Nolle 
SRP Area 1. ( 7 ~ ? )  
SR.P OB 
Iutegrator Type Rm:_,gd<utta 8(9) 
1:ntetegrsf;or bitit.. 60 (secj 
Integrator Mi.:<. StepSize 2700 (sec) 
Integrator 12ccurs~cy le-13 
Report Precision 1 (j sig?lifica~t figre3 
Siune ;IS i:~jt.i:d sta,te CS 
...... 7.1. INTTL1.L ORBIT CONDITIONS ': .5 
Table 7.3: Initial -------- Orbit, Parameters (Moon Inl~ulsive Bums) 
h i  t i d  Ststc? Ps imeta r  P;trisni.etsr 'C'diie (11ni t) 
Start & Stup T ~ c  01 ,Jan 2000 ll:GS:28.000 (UTCG) 
Ccntral Bod;y hl oar! 
Cuordiuate System. Moo3 &Jean 52000 Eq~~ator 
X 205O.i) (:m) 
Y 0.0 (Ism) 
Z 0.0 (Ism) 
VX 0.0 (lun) 
VY 1.0935257(31 (hu) 
V'Z 1.093528701 (km) 
M t ~ s  [No FXIC:~) 850 (kg) 
Ccl 2.2 
Cr 1.8 
Drag 15 (d) 
Drag Model None 
PMG Bodies Only Central Body 
NSG nlloctd None 
SRP Area 1 (7z2) 
SRP Off 
I~tcgrator 'I'ypc R~ixglzIiutt ;2 8 (9) 
Iritegrato.r Xi;. SO (sec) 
Ictegator h 4 ~ ~ .  StepSlze 2700 (sec) 
Ii~tegrator Ar:cmiu:y le-13 
Ilspost Precision. 16 sigtiificmt f igve ,~  
Tteport CS/Ck) Si~ult. 2% in.itial staile (2s 
Table 7.4: Initial Orhit Parmnc?ters (Sun knpihive Bums) 
Icitid State Paramet.er Pasaxeter Vahit? (unit) 
Start bt Stax, Tirne 01 J a u  2030 11:59:28.000 (UTCG) 
~ e n t r ~  ~ o &  Sun 
Coor&n.itt;e S;ysi;ern Slrn Mean J2000 E ~ Y  uitor 
X I0C)OOOO.O (kmj 
I- 0.0 (lull) 
Z 0.0 (km) 
1.x 0.0 (Itm) 
T;Y 257.507010870 (km) 
VZ 257.597010870 (h) 
A~lass (No Filelj 853 (kg) 
Cd 2.2 
Cr 1.8 
Drag 15 (m2j 
Drag Model Kon.e 
PhfCi Bodies Only Central Body 
XSC Mode! Kone 
S I P  h c a  1. (?n2) 
SRP Off 
htegrator T ~ T I ~  R.ung&-utta 8 (9) 
rxtegrator I r ~ t ,  60 (set) 
Txtegrat:or M a .  StepSixe 2700 (sec) 
Integrator Accurecy le-13 
Iieport Precisioii 16 signific;nit figires 
Iteport CX/Cb S;w.ne as initiaJ sl;;lfe CS 
-. 
........ 
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7.2 Naming Convention 
This section clescribes the naming convention for Delta V scripts and output reports generated for use in GMAT's 
Acceptance Test Plan. The naniing convention consists of an ordered series of option strings? separated by 
underscores (- ). Currently, options are allowed for the following fields, and will be present in the file name in 
order: 
1. tool - The tool wed to generate the trajectory. 
2. deltavbody - The type of Delta V applied and the central body the test ca5e uses. 
3. axes - Axes type used for burn maneuver. 
The word DeltaV precedes the tool fielcl. The final stopping conclition file format is as followed: 
DeltaV-tool-delta Vbody-axe.s.report 
The tool fielcl shonld always be the first option field. F ~ i t ~ l r e  additional fields should be added to the end of the 
list of fields. Each field has a finite list of options, as follows (fuitnre options sho~lld be aclcled to this list): 
STK - Satellite Toolkit HPOP or Astrogator 
F F  - FreeFlyer 1. tool GMAT - General Mission Analysis Tool 
OD - Orbital Determination Toolbox 
IEarth - Earth centered impuilsive burn 
IWlars - Mars centered impulsive burn 3. deltaVbody IMoon 
- Moon centered impulsive burn 
ISiin - Sim centered impulsive bllrn 
VNB - Velocity, Velocity Normal, Velocity BiNormal axes 3. axes Cartesian - Typical X,Y,Z,Vx,Vy,Vz axes 
7.3 Comparison Script Information 
Con~parison-De1taV.m is the script wed to perform the comparisons needed for the Delta V chapter of the 
Acceptance Test Plan. This script was designed to allow the user to select a GMAT Build and/or the exact 
solution to compare to one another. 
Refer to Appenclix C for more cletails on this script and others used in the Acceptance Test Plan document. 
7.4 Test Case Results 
The following results are for the Delta V section. The GMAT Delta V results are being comparecl to the exact 
desirecl Delta V values. We'd like the comparison data to be as close to zero as possible. A detailed acceptance 
metric/matriu will be clevelopecl at  a later date. 
.. . 
7.4. TEST CASE! RESULTS ........' 
'I'able 7.5: Exact./Gb$AT IEarth Ddt.rzV Test Case Comparison 
Test C u e  X-Fos [m) Y-Pos (m) Z-Pos (m) X-Vel jm/s) Y-Ire1 (mjs) Z-\?el (ln,k) 
Cartesian 0 0 0 0 8.881784197e-013 8.88178419 7e-013 
\:NB 0 0 0 0 2.664535259~-012 8.881784197~-013 
Table 7.6: Exwt/GMAT IMats Delta;\? Test Case Cornpaison 
Teat Case X-I-'c,s (m) Y-Pos (m) ZPos (m) X-VeI (m,fs) Y-VeI (mfi) Z-Tiel (rn/s) 
C~i~osia.~,n 0 0 0 1.38i7:87~lc-012 e.881784197c013 il 
Tablc 7.7: Exad/C;M-A.T Moo11 Ddt,a'CT Tcqt Cnsc Cornpasisoil 
Tcst Cast: X-Pus (mj Y-Pos (rn) ZPos (m) - V C l  I S  Y - h l  (in/s) Z-Vc:l (n~/s j  
Ca-tesiau 0 0 0 2.77555756%-014 0 0 
VNB 0 0 0 2.775557562e-014 0 0 
Tatjle 7.8: Exac t./GMA'C ISILV. Del t,aV 7kst Case Com.patison 
--------------*---.-.-.---------.-F- *-- - 
.----------.**------.--..------*--p--- 
'rest; Case X-Pos (111) Y-F'os (m) - Z-Pos (7x1) .X-VeI (mls) - Y'-Vc!l (IIJ./S) Z-I;el (TII./S) 
Cartesian 0 O 0 1.3377787Sle-012 i) 0 
VXB 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Chapter 8 
The Control Flow tests were designed to verify that the control flow comnlands (If, While, and For) fiillction ns 
expectecl. There are scripts that test the control flow commands by themselves, nested, and using different user 
defined parameters, such FLS arrays, numbers, variables, and spacecraft parameters. Each test script was desipecl 
to store flags that contained details of the command execution for each test case and reported to a text file. 
Due to the layout of the report, a Matlab script can easily create a pass and fail table based on the values of the 
flag variables. In the report output the main cohlmns to pay attention to are the ranOK and ansFlag col~mns. 
The ansFlag variable tells 11s if there was an incorrect control flow execution (ansFlag=-99), correctcontrol Aow 
execution (ansFlag=l), or the control flow didn't get executed (ansFlag=l). The ranOK variable tells us if each 
test case insicle the test script ran correctly (ranOK = 1) or not (ranOK = 0). The only scripts that clo not 
generate the ranOK cohunn are the IfLoopTest##-##, IfLoopTest##, and IfIfLoopTest##--##.m. because 
the ansFlag column is sufficient. 
8.1 Test Case Results 
The results in Table 8.1 clisplay the Pass ancl Fail o~ltcome of each Control Flow test script. 
Table 8.1: Loc!p Test Cme Rs.trlts 
....... 
Test Name Pass,/Fail Faili?d/?btd?L:sts 





































J $ ~ ~ i l ~ ~ ~ t r ~ ; e t  
Wb.ileWllile.1.2-24 
:p;iss 019 
P F ~ S  0/20 
Pass 0/21 
P a s  o/ao 
P:.,ss 0/16 
P &!s 0/20 











Pms O / l G  
P&SS O/S 




Pass O j l i j  
Puss 0116 
Pass O / l G  






S?SS 011 (i 
P&SS 0/1 Ii 
Pass 0/16 
PATS 012 7 
P ;sss o/1s 
PFLSS 0/16 
P~!ss 0/1 





































c . r  c 
- Centrd Body 
- Drag coefficient, 
- Cc)mmerciwl 0 Tl'h .If sc)ft,rnzre 
- CoefGcient o refiexivity 
-  oard din ate b D~ 
- Earth Gravity hlode.1 
- Earth Orier~tation Pasarneters 
- Flight Dynamics -4nalysis Branch 
- E'ree Flyer 
- Gt?rx,ynt:hronous Orbit, 
- General I\ilissj.on Ai~alysis Tool 
- Global Positioning Satellite 
- Highly Ellipt.ical Orbit 
- IXigh Precision Orbit Propag3,tor 
- Tx~temztjonal Astrononlical Union 
- International Ezrth Rotation and Reference Systems Service 
- Int.ernat,i(ox~d Space Stw.tion 
- Joint Cirzvity Model 
- Jacchia Roberts 
- General Mission ,Analysis 'Tool 
- Low Earth Orbit 
- Length of Day 
- R/ledi~nn Earth Orhit 
- miIliarcsec~onds 
- Mass Spectrometer and I~lcot~erer~i Sc: tte:c R,ad;ir Exosphere 
- Non-Spherical Gravity 
- Professional Intern Program 
- Point Mass Gnivity 
- Solar Rdzcliaiion Prmsnre 
- Satellite 'Tool Kit 
- Int.err~;itional ~ltomic Time 
- 'X(U;O I,jx~e Element 
- U.S. Naval Observatory 
- 'Lhiversal time 




The text and tables in this appendix allow someone to have an easier time duplicating the test case setups cie- 
scribed in the previous chapters. The same information was presented in the previous chapters but this appenciix 
has the information arranged merent  for ease of duplication reasons. 
B.1 Propagator Test Cases 
Table R.  1: It~iitiaal Orbit Pararr~el;ers (1%) 
Initial State Pmtrsulctcr P;ls:x.uc t,cr Valut: (unit) 
Coortlinate System Earth Mean J2000 Eqiia+or 
St& Time 1 Am 2004 12:00:00.000 (UTCG) 
Stop Tirlie 2 &rn 2004 12:00:00.000 (UTCG) 
x -4453.783586 (h) 
Y -51138.203756 (km) 
Z -426.384456 (hl) 
'VX 3,831888 (bnl) 
\Y -.2.88'7'221 (lmj 
VZ -6.018232 (ltmj 
M a s  (Xo R~el) 1000 (Irg) (some exce~tions) 
Cd 2.2 
Cr 1.2 
Drag Lbcn 20 by<2) 
Drag Model Cast ddepencleut 
NSG hlIoclal Case rlependent 
SRP Area 2() (m2) 
SRP Ca$e depencient 
Integration Method 'ii)ol,/I-'rogram Dependent. 
Il~tegrator SkepSize conir:)l Fixed 
Iutegr :&tor Illit. StepSize 5 (sec) 
htcgrt~tor Acc~ua.cy lc-13 
1i~tegrsi;or h.I:uc. StcpSizc 5 {sc.:cj 
Report Preciuiou l!i sigrSicant figures 
Report StepSize 60 (..;ec) 
Same a,< iiliitid state C:S 
'fizble B.2: Initial Orbit Pm;~meters (S~mn-Syncj 
Initid Stxte Paameter Pwmet:tm Vdne (~mit) 
Coordinate Systcrn Earth Mc;xi 52000 Equator 
Start Time '1 .?nu 2004 :1.2:00:00.000 (UTCG~ 
Stop  Tinie 2 J1111 2004 12:00:00.iI00 (UTCG) 
.X -2290.301.1j83 (,ha) 
Y -6379.471940 jkrnj 
z 0.0 (km) 
VX -0.853023 jliul) 
W 0.317338 (km) 
VZ 7.6'10832 jkm) 
Rlms (No Fi1c.1) 1000 (kg) (soulc cxccpti(~ns) 
Cd 2.2 
Cr 1..2 
Drag -kes 30 (mt2j 
Drag hMotlel Cask depen:nden: 
NSG Moilel Case depencient 
SRP Area 20 (?ri2> 
SRP Case dependent 
hitcgration hic.t,l~od 'I'ool/Progra.m l3i:p::ud~'ilt 
1~lf;cgrai;or StcpSbc cou.trc.)l Fixed 
Integrator Lnit. S tepSiztr 5 (sec) 
Integatw A C C I L Y ~ C ~  1e-13 
Intega.tor Ma. StepSize 5 (sfic) 
Iieport Precision 16 sigrtjficaot 6g1~re.s 
Report Stepsize 60 (sec) 
Report CIS/C:b S m e  ils initid state (::S 
'l'rrble B.3: Initial Orbit Parmneters (GPS) 
Initial State Pmmeter  Pi~J%,?~eter Vidot? (1w.il;) 
Coordiui~tc Systcrn h s t h  Mcai  52000 Equator 
St& T h e  I Jila 2004 1.2:00:00.000 (UTCG) 
Stop Time 3 Jim 2004 12:00:00.000 (UTCG) 
X 5525.33668 (km) 
Y --I 58'71 .I8494 (km) 
Z -20998.992446 (km) 
VX 2.750341 ( h l )  
%7i 2.434198 {km) 
VZ -3. .OG8884 (kln) 
Mass (No I-4x1) 1000 (kg) jso~ur: cxccptions) 
Cd 2.2 
C?r 1.2 
Drag Area 21) (771,~) 
Drag Motlel Case ;lepcatlent 
NSG Motid Case dependent 
SHP Area 20 (Iri2) 
SRP Cwe depel~der~t 
Integration Mcthod Tcl'ooi/'Prog:!.ru. IUcpcudcut 
'Il~I:x:g~.ai;or StopSizc coutrol Fixcd 
Integrator 113. Stepsize 60 (sec) 
Integrator Accuracy le-13 
Integrattor MAX. Si;~:pSize fit3 (set:) 
Itepod Preci.sion 16 signjficmt figures 
Report StepSize 120 (secj 
Report CS/Cb Sanle as iiiitid state C:S 
Table B.4: Initial Orbit Parameters (Molniyiif) 
Initid State Parameter P w m ~ e t e r  V;d!le (miit) 
Coordin;lic Systcrn Ezlrth Mcim 32000 Equator 
Start Time 1. Jlw. 2004 L'l:00:00.000 (UTCGj 
Stop Tinie 4 31111 200f4 12:00:00.000 (UTCG) 
X -1,529.Yg4287 (.kr.:) 
U -263711.877357 (km) 
Z -6150.115340 jhaj 
VX 8.717518 (la:) 
W -4.989709 (Ian) 
VZ 0.0 jknz) 
AIass (No I"lrc.1) 1000 (kg) (smil: cxccptions) 
Cd 2.2 
Cr 1..2 
Drag -4:*e,iz 20 (mC2) 
D r a ~  Motid Case dependen: 
NSC Model Case dependent 
SKP Area 20 (?nil 
SRP Cxse depeuderit 
hitcgatiou. Mct,h)d I'ool/Prograrn D:?pcndr.iit 
Tx11;cgrator S-tcpSlac con.trol Fixcd 
Iritegator Init. StcpSize 5 (sac) 
Integriitur Acct~ac:{ 1e-13 
Integrator Ad:=. Stt?pSixe 5 (sec) 
H.e],:)rt Preci.sion 16 significant figures 
R.epart StepSize ;200 (sec) 
Report C:S/C:b Sxne t l s  initid state CS 
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B. 1. PltOPAG4TOR TEST C-4SES '. ...... 2.
'Table E3.5: Initial Orbit Parmeters (GEO) 
In.itial Sti~te Pitrmeter P;traz~eter Valrie (nmit) 
Coordiuatc Systc~n Earth hlcau J'LOOO Eqnahr 
Start Tjlne :I. . 3 . ~  2004 1%:00:00.000 (UTCG) 
Stop Time S Jun 2004 12:00:00.000 (UTCG) 
X 36607.358256 (ku~,) 
Y -20!121.'723703 (km.) 
z 0.0 (km) 
VX 1.525636 (kru) 
I'Y 3.689451 (km) 
VZ 0.0 (km) 
M a s  (No I3icl) 1000 (kg) (sow! cxccptious) 
Cd 2.2 
Cr 1.2 
Drag -hr,;2 21) (31,~) 
Drag Model Case deperltifnt 
NSG Modei Case? tlepeixlent 
SRP Area 20 @n2) 
SRP Ctue dependellt 
Iiltcgratiou Mcthod Too1jProgr:~nl Dcpc~ldcut 
In1;ogrator Stc?pSiec cuutrvl Fixcd 
htegrator Iait. Stepsize 60 (sec) 
Integrator Accurwy le-13 
Inte,pator Max. Si;epSize ij0 (secj 
Iteport Praci.sion 16 sign:nific:mt fig~rres 
H.eport Stepsize 60'3 (sec) 
Report CS/C:b Ehrnt t  as ixitial state C:S 
Ti.~hle B.6: Init id Orbit Parmeters (Mms) 
Initid Stzte Partram.e.ter Parizmeter V;hl!lt: (~mit)  
C!oordinstc Systcru. Mass Mcan 32000 Eq~xator 
Start Time I J ~ l r l  2004 1'3:Oi):00.000 ( U T C G ~  
Stop Time /4 JIUI 20011 12:00:00.00f3 (UTCG) 
.X -2737.481646173082000 (:km) 
Y 0.0 (ILml) 
Z 27;i7.481646173082000 (km) 
VX -0.:311:~S1c;9505,2(;49 jh) 
In- -3.553452339395 (h) 
VZ O.:j11321695052(i5G (k1.n) 
&lass (No E'di.1) 1000 (kg) 
Cd 2.2 
CI: 1..2 
Drag Areit 20 (mt2j 
Drag Motlel Case dependent 
NSG Model (>we dependent 
SRP Aren 20 (7ri2) 
SRP Case dependent 
htcgration Mothod 'I'ool/Progrltln Di?pi:?~d(:l~t 
h~tcgrstor StcpSbc cor~trol Fixcd 
Iutagrritur Irkit. StepSize 5 (sac) 
Integxator Accuuac::; le-13 
In-tegator h4:ax. Stt:pSC~c,t? 5 (stit:) 
Report Precision 16 s i g u  scant figirres 
Report Stey.tSize SO0 (sec) 
Report C:S/C:b S~ixne 2s iiliticii sta.te CS 
B. I .  PROPAG-4TOR TEST CASES .:. .. . .Z' 
'i'itble B .7: Initial Orbit Piirmeters (Merc~.uyj 
Initid St:tte Parameter IJ;~rameter Vidrle (imit) 
Coordinate Syslstc~u h4crcnry 34c:ln 52000 Eauai-or 
Start. Time. 
















Tl~1;ograi;or StcpSiac cuutrol 
Integrator h i t .  Stepsize 
Lntegrator Accurw.y 
Integrator Max. SixpSize 
Itti port Precision 
:L Jim 2004 12:00:00.000 (UTCG) 










20 ( ? 7 1 , ~ )  









16 significant fig~lres 
H.eport Stepsize 30'3 (secj 
Report CS/Cb Sune as illitid state C:S 
'hble B.8: Initiid Orbit Pammeters (Moon) 
Initid Stxttt Paraxu.eter Pwm%ter  V;tl!le (umil:) 
Coordinate Systcrn Moon bfem 32000 Equator 
Start Tirile 'I. J I I ~  2004 1.2:00:00.000 (UTCGj 
Stvp Time 4 Jull 2004 12:00:OO.i)0!) (UTCG) 




z 1482,.'i9211719151I30UO (km) 
VX -0.14202772Y144255 (an) 
V l r  -1.031411~624437537 jkm) 
vz 0.1.&5)2i7291.442~~ ( ~ I X  j 
naa,?~ (NO ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ l j  1000 (kg) 
Cd 2.2 
Cr 1.2 
Drag Area 20 (rn12) 
Drag hMotld Cas.se depentient 
NSG Motiel C i ~ e  depenctant 
SRP Area 20 (7ri2) 
SRP Case depelide~lt 
Integration Mot,hod Tool/Proga,~n Dcpcudcnt 
h~tcgrakor StcpSiza cor~,trol F'ixcd 
Inteqstor Mt. Stq)Size 5 (set) 
Integrtbr Accmxicy le-13 
Integafor K4:ax. Stepsize 5 (sec) 
Keport Precision IS significant fig~ues 
Report StepSize 300 (sec) 
Report CS/C:b Same PS initia2 state C:S 
'.. .. , ..<: B.1. PROPAG4TOR TEST CA4SES 
Table B.9: Initid Orbit P:irameters (Fept~mej 
Initial State P ~ a m e t e r  
-. - ~ ~ . - -- 
P;)snrtleter Vdrle (imii;) 
Coordintitc System Nc~tu11c MC:UL 32000 Eqn;~tor 














3H.P  are;^ 
SRP 
lutcgratitm Mctthod 
Il~t:(:gr~tor StcpSi~c C U I J ~ X O ~  
1s~tegrat:)r hit. StapSbe 
Integrat~r Accuri?c.g 
1n.tepratar Mm. Si;epSize 
Iteport Precision 
Report StepSize 
1 J& 2004 1.2:00:00.000 (UTCG) 




















16 significant figlires 
300 (secj 
. , 
~ e b o r t  C S ~ C ~  Same as izitid state C:S 
l',tble B.lO: Initial Orbit Pt~amet~ers  (Pluto) 
Initid State Pawram.eter Pnrmeter V:3lnct (lu~it)  
Coordinntc Systcm Plutu Mcnn 32000 Eq11ator 
Start Time 1 J I U ~  2004 1.2:00:00.000 (UTCG') 
Stop Time 4 JIW 2004 12:00:OO.i)00 (UTCG) 
X -1Oti7.51fJ74il143.530600 (h) 
Y 0.0 (I=) 
Z 1067.516740143529700 (h) 
V x  -0.075474.39288650.5 ( h )  
W -0.8631480838897026 jhn) 
VZ 0.0754743R288650 (km) 
&/lass (No ETdcl) 1000 (kg) 
Cd 2.2 
Cr 1.2 
Drag -4reii 20 (m,? 
Drag Modd Case dependent 
me ~ 0 ~ 1 t . t  < h e  dependent 
SRP Area 20 (?riZ) 
SR.P Case dependeut 
liltcgation hfctlloci Tool /Pwgan  1I)cpi:ildcnt 
11itogr;rai;or StcpSizc ctmtrol Fixcd 
1if;egator hit. Stepsize 5 (sec) 
Integrator Acc~xacy le-13 
Integlttor Max. Stt:pSiat: 5 (see) 
I<q)ort P?et:ision 16 significmt fjgill-es 
Report Stepsize ;500 (sec) 
Report CS jC:b Sxne ;AS initid stilts CS 
'I$ble B.ll: Initial Orbit Partmeters (Saturn) 
Initiisl State Parameter P;trnmeter V h e  (imit) 
Coordiwtc S ~ S ~ ~ C I U  Saturn Mcim 22000 Equator 
Start Tirne :I Jiln 2004 12:00:00.000 (UTCG) 
Stop Time 4 kin 2004 12:00:00.000 (UTCG) 
X -4757?.3477501293380(10 (km) 
E- 0.0  ILK^) 
Z 47577.34775012936(>000 (h1) 
TiX -3.222652848522210 jkm) 
171 -25.:369834288049356 (km) 
VZ c L.2A2652%48522210 . ,-,. (la) 
Mass (No I"l.1~1) 1000 (kg] 
Cd 2.2 
Cr: 1.2 
Drag Area 21) 
Drag Modd Case ;iepentfent 
NSG Model Case depentient 
s"RS Area 20 (7n2) 
SRP C u e  dependent 
Integration Mcthod Tool/'Proqi?.tu Dcpendcut 
hl1:c:grsi;:)r StcpSizc coutrol Fixcd 
1nt:egratt)r h i t .  Stepsize .5 (secj 
Integrat~r Accuracy le-13 
Integrator Max. Si;c:pSize 5 (sec) 
Iteport Pmecision 16 sign:nifi!:ar~t f ig~~ tee  
Report StepSize 30'3 (sec) 
Ri?port CS/C)b S m l e  as hitid state C:S 
'l'ahle B.12: Initial Orbit Pt~rmeters  (Urtms) 
Initid Stxte Parameter Parmetar V;~lrle (luut) 
Coordinate Sys.tcrn U~;L~IILS Ncnn 52000 Equator 
Start Time ;1. .J1111 2004 1.2:00:00.000 (UTCG) 
Stop Time 4 Jun 2004 12:00:00.000 (UTCG) 
x -26762.2581094478450r)0 (kn1.j 
Y 0.0 (lrm) 
. . . . .  
Z 26762.258109447823000 (km) 
V;ri -1.15815836(i702704 (hn) 
W -13.219366S593.35891 (kin) 
VZ 1.1.581583607!~2704 (kmj 
hilass (No kk(?1) 1000 (kg) 
Cd 2.2 
Cr 1.2 
Drag -Area 20 (ma2) 
Drag A40del C%e depeaden: 
NSG Model Case depei1i.iznt 
SRP Area 20 (7r iL)  
SR.P Case depeiideut 
7 -  Intcgation hilct.ilod lool/Progra.ru Dcpcudcilt 
Txifcgratctr StcpSiac control Fixcd 
Integrator Init. StqSize 5 (see) 
Integrator Accma::r le--13 
Intenattor h4.f~~. StepSiat: 5 (see) 
R.eport Precision IS sigpi5can.t fig7xres 
H.eport Stepsize 300 (sec) 
Report CS/C:b Szne as initial state C:S 
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B.1. PROPAG4TQR TEST CL4SES :.. ,. , .,: 
?'able 3.13: Initial Orbit Pmameters (Venus) 
Initid St;~t.te Parameter Phrazmetel: V;'tlr~e (imit) 
Coordiuzztc Systcm '\T(:~:Ls Mcan 32000 Equator 
Staxt T h e  :l Am 2004 12:00:00.000 (UTCG) 
Stop Time 4 Jum 2004 12:00:00.000 (UTCG) 
X -4Y32.074380ij72521000 (:h) 
Y 0.0 (lixn) 
Z 4832.0748808725l7400 (km) 
VX -0.6453567S74.52373 jkm) 
'CT -7.3G6240195908405 (km) 
VZ 0.645:356787452373 (krn) 
hiass (No I~.icl) 1000 (kg) 
Cd 2.2 
Cr 1.2 
Drag iLrea 20 [??a2) 
Drag Model Case ;k:perldent 
NSG Mocid Case dependent 
3R.P Area 20 ~ m 2 )  
SRP Ctue deperldent 
Iutcgration Mcthod I'ooijProgr;~m Dcpcldc~iit 
1utcgrai;ctr StcpSiec cuntrol Fixcd 
h~tegrator Init. StapSize 5 (sec) 
Integrat~r Accurecy le-13 
Integrator MAX. Si;epSi.re 5 ( s ~ c )  
Iteport Precjsion 16 significmt fig~~res 
Report StepSize 300 (sec) 
Report CS/Cb Same as illitid state C:S 
a b l e  B.14: Initial Orbit Przameters (DeepSpace) 
I~.ii;i;d Stitte Paameter Par meter  Vid!le (unit) 
Coordir~atc Systcrrl 3x1 M~iu: 52000 Ecliptic 
Start Time 01 Jan 2000 12:00:00.000 (U'TCG] 
Stop Time 01 Jan 2001 12:00:00.000 ('LJTCG) 
X 3i1043412.0'348i~30760000~l0 ( h : i  
Y 
. . . . . . .  
143707433.481292Ci700!100(100 (krn) 
Z 2198384.040184043~30OOOi) (hn) 
VX -2cj.71592092303W (hi) 
'171 G.0561i9047224789G (haj 
VZ 0.1.2:3271.16f)2!)0(j14 jkiri j 
Mass (No Fucl') 1000 (kg) 
Cd 2.2 
Cr 1.2 
Drag Area 20 (m,') 
Drag Motlel Case depenthni; 
KSG Motlel Case dependent 
SKP Area, 20 (7rt") 
SRP Case dependenit 
Iiltcgnxtiou Mcthod Ti)ol/Prograzn Dcpcx6cnt 
1;~I:cgrai;or Stc>pSiac cuotrol vaxial>lo 
Iategrator Init. StapSiae 30000 (sec) 
Integrator Accuracy le-13 
In.tegr&tor htitx. Si;epSize 311000 (secj 
Report Precision 10, siLpificant figures 
H e p r t  Stepsize 86400 (set:) 
Report C>S/Cln Same as initial stake CS 
3.1. PROPAG-4TOR TEST CL4SES 
'Ihble B. ' 5 :  Initial Orbit Pt~r:mleters (EML.2) 
Iniiiiid St;s;te P a w i ~ e t e r  P;~rmleter Vdae (imit) 
Coordhatc Systcm EmtL hifcari 32000 E q ~ i a ~ o r  
Start Time . 23 3%;~  2010 00:00:0Y.999 (UTCG) 
Stop Time 6 Feb 2010 00:00:03.999 (UTCG) 
X 4Oti3'26.22SSl.3ilOoo!, (km) 
Y 177458.38761.50!49!3!3 (kmj 
Z 145838.5S078999998 (la) 
VX -0,s 17274673822 (kru) 
\T 0.7'i-rti503cjrj.5Kl (kin) 
VZ 0.3314166i12654 ( h n j  
Mass (No E'ucl) 1000 (kg,! 
Cd 2.2 
Cr 1.2 
Drag Araiz 21) ! ? 7 1 , ~ )  
Dr a.g IiMociel Case dependent 
NSG Notlel Case tlepentient 
SRP Area 20 (7n2) 
SRP Case depeudeut 
Initcgation Mcthod I'clol/Progra Dcpcudmt 
Ini;ogato)~: StcpSizc' cc.)ntrol Varj able 
Integrator hit. StapSiza 1200 (aecj 
Integra.tor Accuacy le-13 
Inte,pa.tor Max. S tepSize 1200 (sec) 
1i.epurt Precision 16 sign:nifi!:ant figures 
R.eport Stepsize 2400 (sec) 
'Report CS /Cb S:me as i i~ i t id  state CS 
T>tble B.16: Initial Orbit Pt~ri~meters (ESL2) 
h i t i d  Slate Pitraz~neter Parmetar  V;tlue (unit) 
Coordina,to Systcxrl Emth Mcm J20170 Equator 
Stact Tirrae 5 Feb 2006 :L7:05:48.77% (UTCG) 
Stop Time 5 Aug 2006 17:05:45.772 (UTCG) 
X l010800.968074726 (b) 
Y 
. .  , . ,  . 
--!~1.0963.5:377102628 (Im) 
Z -295145.(;:31 lS53027 (kn) 
'I'X 0.26428521i47102G76 (hu) 
VY 0.286744175490658 (kmj 
V Z  0.073:387439!)520;4(j75 (lLm) 
Mass (No Ei~cl) 1009 (kg" 
Cd 2.2 
C r l .2 
Drag Area 30 (rnj2) 
Drag Model Case dependent 
NSG Moctei ( h e  depencieni; 
SI?P .he:& 20 (7G) 
SPLP Case depeudeui 
1~tcgr:itiou &I cth:)d Tool/Progr;lin I)i?pcx:lldcilt 
111tcga.tor S1:c:pSizc control. Yasj d)lc 
Il~tegratur hit. Stepsize ItSUOO (sac) 
h~tegrntor Accwacy le-13 
1nl;egator 'Max. StepSiae 15009 (sec) 
Tbpo:rt Precision. 1 6 siguifieant figtrres 
Report Stepsize 4:3200 jsec) 
Report C:S,/Cb Sxne initid state CS 
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B.2. C>ALCCTLATIOIY PARAIVETER TEST CL4SES .. .. , .... 
B.2 Calculation Parameter Test Cases 
The Cb and CS initial orbit state conditions for the ISS, GEO, Marsl, Mercuryl, Moon, Neptunel, Plutol, 
Saturnl, Uranllsl and Venus1 test cases are the same ns the vales presented in Tables B.l, B.5, B.6- B.13. The 
only exception is that the Report Stepsize is 600 seconds. 
Table B.17: Initial Orbit Parameters (Hyperbolic) 
Initid State Pilranxieter Ptlrmietw Value (unit,) 
Coordu~izte Systex~i Ea th  Meax1 52000 Eq~istor 
Start Time 01 Sum 2004 12:00:00.009 ('UTCG) 
Stop 'Time 02 J-un 2004 12:00:00.00C1 ('UTCG) 
X ?2371..703 4826348655 (km) 
Y 5C)G0.7(i2722761071 (km) 
Z 5050.762722761071 (km) 
VX -7.9859!321.512608487 (kl~i) 
VIT 2.44520073255755 (k;r.t) 
VZ 2.M-52007325575495 (km) 
Mtws (No 571el) lfi!lO (kg) 
Cti 2.2 
Cr 1.2 
Drag Area - 91) krbq 
Drag Model None 
NSC'; Modcl Nonc 
S FLP Ak!:,a 20 (m,2) 
SRJ? None 
Intje,gation Methocl TooI/Progr~.n~ Dependent; 
Inte,qittor StepSize ct~ntro': Fixad 
Integmtor Init. StepSive 5 (sec) 
Integrator Aecilracy le-13 
111tegr:&~or &fax. S tepSize 5 (set) 
Report Precisioli 16 sig-ilificut fi.gures 
I-lcp~rt St,opSizc 600 (scc) 
Repcrt CS/C!l> Case Depende~~t 
.---------------*-----.-------------.---F--------7p- 
B.3 Integrator Test Cases 
The integrator initial orbit state conditions for the ISS and GEO test cases are the same as the vales presented 
in Tables B.1 and B.5. The only exception is that each test case uses one of the following Integration Methods: 
ABTVI, BS, PD45, PD78, RKF56, RKN68, ancl RKV89. 
B-4 Stopping Condition Test Cases 
Refer to Tables 5.2- 5.6 in Chapter 5 for initial orbit state values for the Stopping Condition test cases. 
B,5 Libration Point Test Cases 
Refer Lo Tables 6.1- 6.2 in Chapter 6 for initial orbit state values for the Stopping Conclition test cases. 
B-6 DeltaTv' Test Cases 
Refer to Tables 7.1- 7.4 in Chapter 7 for initial orbit state vahles for the Performance test cases. 
B. 7 Performance 
Refer to Tables ??- ?? in Chapter ?? for initial orbit state values for the Performance test cases. 
Appendix C 
Comparison Scripts Guide 
Using specific naming conventions, outlined in this acceptance test plan, and a folder architecture, highlighted 
below for the test cases, several semi-al~tomated scripts were generated to compare all of the GMAT test case 
results with other tools. Most of these scripts have the ability to also compwe results of older versions of GhlAT. 
C .1 Folder Architecture 
The folcler architecture for the files needed for the comparison scripts is presented below: 
GMATRegSetup/ 
e output/AcceptTest/CompareResults/ 








6 . 2  InstaIl Instructions 
1. Copy the GMAT1ZegSetup and GMATDocuments folclers to the same location on your hard drive. 
2.  Check to make sure the folders listed in Section C.l 
:3. Make sure the GMAT executable folder has a Matlab folcler with the latest GMAT commands and keywords 
4. Open Matlab 
5. Set the path in hffatlab to inchlde the GMAT mntlab folcler 
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6. Open GMAT and start the hlatlab server 
7. Make sure Excel is closed 
8. Set current directory to the main 
GWlATsesults/GMATscripts folder and then type B~lildCompare-GMATteam in the command window 
or 
9. Open one of the following files ancl run (F5 in Windows): 
Click ok to change the current Martlab dirmtorg i f  prompted 
[<L) BlildR1111-Script-GMAT.nl 
(b) Comparison~Tooll~Tool2PV.m 








G.3 Warnings/Script Hints 
c The following scripts were not clesigned for the user to hit one button, run multiple calc~~lations, and o ~ i t p ~ i t  
data without user interaction. User interaction is necessary in all of these scripts. 
r The [ ] notation indicates multiple words can be used. For exan~.ple,[Tool] means replace the bracketed 
expression with words such as FF,STK, and GNIAT. 
P As of November 2005, the Excel data created by the comparison scripts will be saved in one file nanle 
[Toolll-[Tool2]Res1dts-[DD-Ml\iIM-WW].xL? in their respective [Toolll-[Tool21 folder in the ConlpareRe- 
sults folder. 
r Be careful adding NIATLAB .m files that contain the text GGMT in their file name. These scripts use the 
text GMAT as an indicator to know if the file is a GMAT compatible script. 
o The adherence to the naming conventions are very strict in these scripts. Make sure when adding reports, 
scripts, or folders to use case sensitive filenames that agree with the naming conventions at  all times. 
a Several output formats are overwritten when running each script. The Excel documents are savecl with 
the current date as part of the filename. If the filename exists it will be replaced. The same overwriting 
process occurs with the Matlab .mat files. 
In orcler to compare old GMAT Builds to one another, a new folder must be created with the date of 
the GMAT Build. For example, the [Month] [Day] build performed well so after running the scripts that 
generate all the comparison data for the [Month] [Day] Builcl, a new folder must be created. The folder can 
he named WMMDDGMATreports with the appropriate GXiJAT Build Year Month and Date replacing 
WMMDD. Now simply copy the contents of GMATseports into Wl\ll\iIDDGMAT~eports and the data 
can be wed to compare fntme build of GMAT to one another. 
r All the .mat, files, except for the TimeComparo files, are formatted in a similar way. They contain the 
following variables mat-Toolll, mat-Tool21, matheader, maxDiffs, and diffMat-Tooll-Tool2 or norm- 
Mat-Tooll..Tool2. 
The nlatheader variable contains what parameters each column represents for the other variables The 
mat-Tool11 and mat-Tool21 variables contain the report file data minus any headers. Tool1 is the alpha- 
betical first tool selected and Tool2 is the other tool selected 
a Common mistakes made with these scripts: 
- Adding report files and not following the naming convention (i.e. FFJSS-Earth-0-0-0 was misnamed 
as FFJSSEarth-0-0). 
- Olitputting other tools and not following the proper ordering of parameters for comparison 
--- Report files were ontputted in the wrong time interval increment 
--- Report files were outputted without enough numlerical precision. GMAT outpuits data at a fixed width 
of 12 nlunerical characters (default). Other programs should be the same or better. 
C .4 BuildRun-Script-GMAT.m script 
Win compatible / Mac & Linlix ? 
C.4.1 Purpose 
This script was designed 
versions of GMAT, there 
this capability this script 
to send multiple GMAT scripts from Matlab to GMAT to be built and ran. In early 
was no capability to run mulltiple scripts, but since current versions of GNAT contain 
is not as vital in the Acceptance test plan. 
Its seconclary purpose is to record the indiviclnal time elapsed to nin each test case and o~i tp~i t  the res~llts to a 
.mat file for later use. 
C.4.2 Inputs 
a All .m files located in the Gn/lAT-RegSetup/input/AcceptTest/ folder that follow the GMAT compnrison 
naming convention described in Sections 2.3, 3.2.1: 3.3.1, and 4.2 
(2.4.3 Outputs 
When choosing to build muiltiple scripts and the all command is used a mat file is created, which keeps a 
log of the time it takes to run each case. The script also displays the case name and the time it takes for 
GMAT to run the file in Matlab's command window. 
B Any other output data is dependent on the GMAT script. 
C.4.4 Script Algorithm 
Win/Mac/Lin~ur compatible 
6.5.1 Purpose 
This script is used to perform the position and velocity comparisons needed for the Propagator Section ( 2) of 
the Acceptance Test Plan. This script takes the normalized position and velocity vector clifferences between the 
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two selected programs. 
C.5.2 Inputs 
o Folder to search for files: [RootFolder]/[Tool]reports. 
(Refer to Section 2.3 for the naming convention of these report files.) 
r The report files must be formatted the same way. The first column is time (Mod. Jillian Date): second- 
fourth columns are the position vector components (z, y, z), and fifth-seventh columns are the velocity 
vector components (Vz, Vy, Vz). The data must be separated by spaces. 
o Currently the location of the report's first row of numerical data is codecl into the script. FreeFlyer is the 
fourth row, STK is the seventh row, GWIAT is the first row, OD toolbox is the first row, and any other 
tools added will automatically search the first row. 
c,5.3 Outputs 
r Comparison data is displayeel in MATLAB's command window for all test cases. 
r Excel cloc~iments with comparison clata and passlfail information. 
r MATLAB .mat files with comparison clata. 
I Latex documents with comparison data. 
C.5.4 Script Algorithm 
r Displ'ay welcome message 
r Display menu for Tooll options based on [Tool]-reports folder 
r Wait for user to choose tool from menu 
Implement error system for incorrect choice 
s Display men11 for Tool2 options based on [Tool]-reports folder 
r Wait for user to choose tool from menu 
Implement error system for incorrect choice 
Alphabetize Tooll and Tool2 for naming purposes and rename if necessary 
r Store the row location of the first instance of numerical data for both Tools' report files 
c Initialize variables and folder locations 
* Display a menu of Tooll *.report files 
Generate error report if no *.report files are locatecl in [Tooll]report folder 
r Wait for user to choose report comparison option 
Implement error system for incorrect choice 
Open Excel Connection if compare all choice selected 
r Display filename, position difference, and velocity difference header 
r Begin Loop. Loop once for single comparison and several times for comparing all files. 
- Check the Tool2 folder for the same report 
Display error message if no report found 
-- Contimle if match found or exit loop if no match fomd 
- Read both output files and save the data to different matrices 
-- Check to see if the row sizes are the same in both matrices 
Display error if row sizes do not match 
- Take difference of both Tooh report clata 
--- Normalize the rewllts based on position and velocity 
- Determine the maxinlllm normalized position and velocity difference 
--- Store propagation duration of the test cases in a variable 
- Add acceptable differences values for Excel output 
- Save comparison clata to .mat file 
* If compare all reports chosen, format data for olltpllt to Latex 
x Use BasicLatexTable script to save data to LaTex file 
* Save comparison rasults, acceptance errors, and duration to Excel 
- Close Excel connection if open. 
e Encl Loop. Allow user to rerun script 
Win/Mac/Lin~ur compatible 
(2.6.1 Purpose 
This script is used to perform the coordinate system dependent comparisons needed for the Calc~llation Param- 
eters Section ( 3) of the Acceptance Test Plan. The comparison involves taking the maxinluml absohlte value of 
the differences of the variables lister1 in the Inputs section of this help glide. 
C.6.2 Inputs 
e Folder to search for files: [RootFolder]/[Tool]seports. 
(Refer to Section 3.3.1 for the naming convention of these report files.) 
e The report files must be formatted the same way. Time, [X, Y,  and21 Position(km), [X,  Y, and21 Ve- 
locity(km/sec), Mag. of Velocity(km/sec), Right Ascension of Velocity(deg), [X, Y, and21 RxV-Specific 
Angular ~onlent~un(km~/sec) ,  Arg. of Perigee(cleg), De~lination(deg)~ Declination of Velocity(deg), Ineli- 
nation(deg), Right Ascension(deg), Right Ascension of Ascending Node(c1eg) 
e Currently the location of the reports first row of numerical data is coded into the script. F'reeFlyer is the 
fourth row: STK is the seventh row, GMAT is the second row, OD toolbox is the first row: and any other 
tools added will automatically search the first row. 
6.6.3 Outputs 
e Excel clocuments with comparison data 
e MATLAB .mat files with comparison data 
o Latex documents with comparison data 
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C.6.4 Script Algorithm 
6 Display welcome message 
e Display menu for Tooll options basecl on [Tool]-reports folder 
s Wait for user to choose tool from menu 
Implement error system for incorrect choice 
a Display nlenu for Tool2 optiom based on [Tool]-reports folder 
m Wait for user to choose tool from menu 
Implement error system for incorrect choice 
u Alphabetize Tooll and Tool2 for naming purposes and rename if necessary 
a, Store the row location of the first instance of numerical data for both Tools' report files 
u Initialize variables and folcler locations 
81 Display a menxi of Tooll *.report files 
Generate error report if no *.report files are located in [Tooll]report folder 
a, Wait for user to choose report comparison option 
Implement error system for incorrect choice 
Open Excel Connection if compare all choice selected 
* Display filename, position difference, and velocity difference header 
(B Begin Loop. Loop once for single comparison and several times for comparing all files. 
- Check the Tool2 folder for the same report 
Display error message if no report found 
- Continue if match found or exit loop if no match fo~md 
- Read both o~itput files and save the data to clserent matrices 
- Check to see if the row sizes are the same in both matrices 
Display error if row sizes do not match 
- Take difference of both Tools report data 
-- Determine the maxim~lm difference for each coorclinate system dependent parameter 
- Store propagation duration of the test cases in a variable 
--- Save comparison data to .mat file 
* If compare all reports chosen, format data for output to Latex 
* Use BasicLatexTable script to save data to LaTex file 
z Save comparison res~llts, acceptance errors, and duration to Excel 
- Close Excel connection if open. 
u End Loop. Allow user to renm script 
Win/hl ac/Limur compatible 
6.7.1 Purpose 
This script is used to perform the central body dependent comparisons needed for the Calculation Parameters 
Section ( 3) of the Acceptance Test Plan. The comparison involves taking the mwdm~un absolute valrre of the 
differences of the variables listed in the Inputs section of this help guide. 
C.7.2 Inputs 
e Folder to search for files: [RootFolder]/[Tool]~eports. 
(Refer to Section 3.2.1 for the naming convention of these report files.) 
m The report files must be formatted the same way. Time, Altitude (km), Beta Angle (deg). C3-Energy 
(km2/sec2), Eccentricity, Latitude (deg), Longitude (deg), (RxV)-Mag (km2/sec), Mean Anomaly ((leg). 
Mean Motion (radlsec), Period (sec), Apoapsis Radius (km), Perigee Radius (km), R-Mag (h). Semi-
major Axis (km), T n ~ e  Anomaly (deg), Semilatus Rectum(km), Apoapsis Velocity (kmlsec). Periapsis 
Velocity (kmlsec), Greenwich Hour Angle(deg), Local Sidereal Time 
D Due to the inability of FF  and STK tools to output all the parameters listed in the previo~ls bullet, excep 
tiom for FF and STK are built into the code. 
STK: Semilatm Rectum, Apoapsis 'Jelodty, Perigee Velocity, Greenwich IIoui Angle, and Local Sidereal 
Time can not be o~itputted in the same report file. Out of the aforementioned parameters Greenwich 
Hour Angle is the only parameter that can be outputted in a separate file. All the other parameters are 
calc~ilatecl in MATLAB based on the results STK could generate. 
FF: (RxV)hlag and R N a g  collld not be outputted easily. Instead the [XYZ] components were oritputted 
and the script computes the magnitucle of the vectors. Apoapsis Velocity, Periapsis Velocity, and Local 
Sidereal Time are all created in thi~ script based on available parameters. 
Modifications to the code will need to be made to aclcl a new tool that cannot output all of the central 
body parameters that GMAT does. 
e Currently the location of the reports first row of numlerical data is coded into the script. EreeFlyer is the 
fourth row, STK is the seventh row, GWLAT is the second row, OD toolbox is the first row. and any other 
tools added will automatically search the first row. 
C.7.3 Outputs 
r Excel documents with comparison data 
r MATLAB .mat files with comparison data 
e Latex documents with comparison data 
C.7.4 Script Algorithm 
* Display welcome message 
* Display menu for Tool1 options based on [Tool]-reports folder 
m Wait for user to choose tool from menu 
Implement error system for incorrect choice 
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s Display menu for Tool2 options based on [Tool]-reports folder 
r Wait for user to choose tool from menu 
Implement error system for incorrect choice 
Alphabetize Tooll and Tool2 for naming purposes and rename if necessary 
Q Store the row location of the first instance of numerical data for both Tools' report files 
* Initialize variables and folder locations 
* Display a menu of Tooll *.report files 
Generate error report if no *.report files are located in [Toollj-report folder 
e Wait for user to choose report comparison option 
Implement error system for incorrect choice 
Open Excel Connection if compare all choice selected 
r Display filename, position difference, and velocity difference header 
e Begin Loop. Loop once for single comparison and several times for comparing all files. 
- Check the Tool2 folcler for the same report 
Display error message if no report found 
- Continue if match found or exit loop if no match found 
- Read both o~i tput  files and save the data to different matrices 
- Check to see if the row sizes are the same in both matrices 
Display error if row sizes do not match 
--- Take difference of both Tooh report data 
Code in exceptions for STK, FF, ancl any other tools that clon't o ~ ~ t p ~ l t  all the desired GMAT central 
body dependent parameters 
- Determine the maximum difference for each central body dependent parameter 
- Store propagation duration of the test cases in a variable 
- Save comparison data to .mat file 
r If compare all reports chosen, format data for o~itpuit o  ite ex 
x Use BasicLatexTable script to save data to LaTex file 
* Save comparison results, acceptance errors, ancl duration to Excel 
-- Close Excel connection if open. 
.r End Loop. Allow user to rerun script 
Win/hlac/Lin~ur: compatible 
C.8.1 Purpose 
This script is used to perform the position ancl velocity conlparisons needed for the Libration Points Section ( 6) 
of the Acceptance Test Plan. This script takes the normalizecl position and velocity vector differences between 
the two selected programs. 
. . 
'.. .. . ..' 
C. 9. COA/IPARISON'1INTEG.N 
C.8.2 Inputs 
0 Folder to search for files: [Root Folder]/[Tool]seports. 
(Refer to Section 6.2 for the naming convention of these report files.) 
s The report files must be formatted the same way. The fist column is time (hlod. Jlllian Date), seconci- 
fourth cohlrnns are the position vector conlponents (z, y, z),  and fifth-seventh cohin~ns are the velocity 
vector components (Vz, Vy, Vz). The data must be separated by spaces. 
0 Currently the location of the report's first row of n~merical data is coded into the script. FreeFlyer is the 
fourth row, STK is the seventh row, GNIAT is the first row, OD toolbox is the first row: and any other 
tools added will automatically search the first row. 
C.8.3 Outputs 
Comparison data is displayed in MATLAB's command window for all test cases. 
a Excel documents with comparison data and pass/fail information. 
0 MATLAB .mat files with comparison data. 
a Latex documents with comparison data. 
6.8.4 Script Algorithm 
[INSERT script Algorithm] 
6.9.1 Purpose 
This script is used to perform the integrator comparisons needeci for the Integrator Section ( 4) of the Accep- 
tance Test Plan. The comparison involves taking the difference of the position ancl velocity vector and then 
normalizing these two vectors to get the position and velocity difference. This script behaves similar to the 
Comparison-Tooll-Too12J'V.m script but the components being varied are the integators for two body test 
cases. 
C.9.2 Inputs 
Folcler to search for files: [RootFolder]/[Tool]reports. 
0 Naming convention: I n t e g r a t o r - [ T o o l ] - [ T r a j e c t o r y ] - [ I n t e g r a t o r e p o r t  
0 The report files must be formatted the same way. The first column is time, seconcl-fonrth col~lnlns are 
the position vector (x,y,z), and fifth-seventh columns are the velocity vector (x,y,z). The data must be 
separated by spaces. 
0 Cuxrrently the location of the reports' first row of numerical data is coded into the script. FreeFlyer is the 
fourth row, STK is the seventh row, GMAT is the second row, OD toolbox is the first row, a n ~ l  any other 
tools arlded will automatically search the first row. 
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6.9.3 Outputs 
* Excel documents with comparison data into the following folder: 
[RootFolder]/CompareResults/[TooEl]-[Tool21 
D MATLAB .mat files with comparison data into the following folcler: 
[RootFol der]/CompareRes~ilts/[Tool 11-[Tool21 
e Latex documents with comparison data into the following folder: 
[RootFol der] /LatexDocs 
C.9.4 Script Algorithm 
ar Display welcome message 
a Display menu for Tooll options based on [Tool]reports folder (Can only be Exact or GMAT folders) 
e Wait for user to choose tool from menu 
Implement error system for incorrect choice 
D Display menu for Tool2 options based on [Tool]-reports folcler (Can only be Exact or GMAT folclers) 
r, iVait for user to choose tool from menu 
Implement error system for incorrect choice 
r Alphabetize Tooll and Tool2 for naming purposes and rename if necessary 
OP Store the row location of the first instance of n~rmerical data for both Tools' report files 
r Initialize variables and folder locations 
Display a menu of Tooll *.report files 
Generate error report if no *.report files are located in [Tooll]-report folder 
o Wait for user to choose report comparison option 
Implement error system for incorrect choice 
Open Excel Connection if compare all choice selected 
rn Display filename, position difference, and velocity difference heacler 
o Begin Loop. Loop once for single comparison and several times for comparing all files. 
- Check the Tool2 folder for the same report 
Display error message if no report found 
- Continue if match found or exit loop if no match found 
- Read both output files and save the data to different matrices 
.- Check to see if the row sizes are the same in both matrices 
Display error if row sizes do not match 
- Take difference of both Tools report clata 
- Normalize the results based on position and velocity 
- Determine the maxirn~lm normalized position and velocity difference 
- Store propagation dmation of the test cases in a variable 
- Save comparison data to .mat file 
* If compare all reports chosen: format data for outp~i t  o Latex 
* Use BasicLatexTable script to save data to LaTex file 
:i: Save conlparison results: acceptance errors, and duration to Excel 
- Close Excel connection if open. 





C. 10.4 Script Algorithm 









The STKRepropagate script was designed to reduce the time it took to generate STK report files, after mod- 
ifications to the STK scenario were made, anci obtain more accnrate STK run times. Through STK's connect 
module Matlab connect with STK and propagates satellites, generates reports, and outpilts rum times. 
C.12.2 Inputs 
e STK scenario folders that follow the GMAT Acceptance Test Plan naming convention, in the following 
folder: [RootFolde~]/TruthFiles/STK 
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42.12.3 Outputs 
r STK report file saved into [RootFolder]/STK-reports. 
r Matlab .mat He with the time taken to propagate each satellite. 
C.12.4 Script Algorithm 
Win/Mac/Limu: compatible 
C.13.1 Purpose 
When running the BuilclRunScript-GMAT.m script there is an all option after selecting the build & r ~ m  niultiple 
cases choice. By using this all option, the GMAT performance times for all the test cases are saved to a .mat 
file. This script uses those saved performance times ancl. based on a pre-selectecl anlount of test cases, creates a 
new excel file that contains GLIAT. FF. and STK performance times for those pre-selected cases. 
6.13.2 Inputs 
o Template file containing pre-selected cases: [RootFolder]/NonGMATkunTin~es.xLs 
s Folder to search for files: [RootFolder]/CompareRes~~lts 
r Kaming convention: 
[Date]/-Time2R1mnAll.nlat 
6.13.3 Outputs 
o Excel doc~lment with comparison data 
C .  13.4 Script Algorithm 
Appendix D 
STK Setup 
The STK setnps were very c r~~c ia l  in determining a preliminary standard to compare GMAT to. In the initial 
stages of the Acceptance Test Plan STK scenarios were obtained from Emergent Space, as mentioneci in Section 
2.1. These Earth basecl cases were created in STK-HPOP and modified to provide a setup that was as equivalent 
to GMAT as was possible. Non-Earth test cases could not be created with STK-HPOP? so STK-Astrogator was 
used. In order to use STK-Astrogator several Astrogator eiements needed to be created. Section D.4 details all 
the elements needed for the non-Earth STK test cases. 
D.1 Support Files Needed 
All alterations to STK scenarios were performed with STK 6.1 on the desktop machine clescribed in the Perfor- 
mance Section (Section ??). 
In order to cluplicate clata generated by STK for this Acceptance Test Plan, the same files presented in Table 
D.l are needed. 
'l.';3.'t)Xe D.l: STK wpport files 
Filcliarrlc js j Filc('sj and/or Foldcr('s) Location Luforxmtio~~ ili Scction 
EOP.dat [STK Itoot Dir~tory]\~Dpia~licEathDat;ta 2.2.1 
. . . .. 
E 0 P . d a t . d  [STK Root Dirertory]?,Dpa111ii:Ext2iDi~ta 2.2.1 
AU plan{?tary- cb N.es [STK Root Djrecr;ory]\STKDa;ta\CeutrdBodjes 2.2.2 
Non-sph(rricd gr:w jusg) filcs [STK Root; Dircci;ory]\STKD:~t:~\(:jc~ir~d~od~c~s 2.3 
R.cpo~-k Stylos iSTK inldividuai :xcr ft)ldcr]'\Config\Stylcs D.5 
Non-Earth Astroga.tor Eiements [STK Root Dkector;)l]\S1ICL~;tat~\Astrogistor D.4 
Lrap Seconds File [STK Ii.oot Diractoryj\STI<Daatit\,4.strct 2.2.2 
D.2 STK modules used 
Refer to Appendix B for a easy initial orbit state format to izse as inplit into STK. Table D.2 displays the STK 
modnle to use in order to cl~iplicate the resnlts seen in theis Acceptance Test Plan document. 
1-19 
'.l?tj,blt! D.2: ST" modules i xed 
Test Cases Ttst Groulp jsj STK-t.ype 
ISS, GEO, S L L L ~ S ~ I ~ C ?  hfoliliynj GPS, Hypcrl)oiic Prup~tgiiior, Cb, CS STK-HPOP 
Deepspace, EML2? ESLS; All nortiEarth cases Propqator STK- Astrogator 
ISS, GEO Inte,g,.retor STX-2Body 
3 Scenario Setup 
The following are guidelines we followed when creating STK Scenarios, excluding HPOP or Astrogator specific 
guidelines: 
r Initial Scenario Epoch is the same as the satellite epoch 
s Make sure all support files (Table D.l) are present and match the information in this document. 
e *.cb planetary files need to contain the values in Tables 2.5, 2.7, and 2.9 
o Remember the WIodified Julian Date used in GWIAT and STK we different. 
(i.e. UTC-GMATn/iodJulia = UTC-STK-ModJulian + 29999.5) 
D.3.1 HPOP 
e Planetary information should be taken from the JPL DE file 
e Satellite properties m w t  be consistent with table the values in Table 2.5 
[INSERT Screen captures of HPOP] 
D.3.2 STK 
e All Astrogator support files (Table D.l) are essential in reproducing the values in this docunlent. 
* Make sure the maxim~un propagation is greater than the test case propagation duration or turn on" the 
feature in STK. 
[INSERT Screen captures of Astrogator] 
D.4. ASTROGATOR ELEMENTS 
D .4 Astrogator Elements 
For the non-Earth cases a large number of Astrogator elements were created in order to compare STK to GMAT's 
results. 
















D.4.2 Calculation Objects: Geodetic Elements 
D.4. ASTROGATOR ELEAZENTS :. ., , ..<' 
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D.4.4 Calculation Objects: Other Orbit Elements 
Ret:sAngle-k4nxs 
Bet aAngleA4ercury 
Bet i~Ang l~A4om 
BcI'aA~~gl:lcn'c:pt,mrn 
Beta-A~~gleiPluto 
Bet a Angle-Satunl 
Beta-hnp;Te-.Liran~.ls 
RetsAngIe-Venus 
D.4.5 Calculation Objects: Target Vector Elements 
D.4.6 Calculation Objects: Spherical Elements 

i 1 '.. . ... 
D.4. ASTROGATOR ELEhIENTS 
D.4.7 Calculation Objects: Vector Elements 
(RxV) Mag 
(PkVj Xag-(MrssFixe(1) 
(RsV) &Iag-(MarslLf J2000) 
(RxV) Mag-(NossMJ2000Ec) 
(RxV) Mag-(Mercur yFixecl) 
( h \ 3  hlag-(MercuryAl J2000) 





(RxV) hIa.g-(Ncpt~!inckf J200O) 
(RxV) &Iag-(Ncptunch1I~J2OOOEc) 
(Rr'V') Mag-(PlutoBixtd) 
(hv') -.M&g-(Plu t1ibIJ2000) 
(RxVj &fag-(PhltoMJ20nOE(:) 
(kV)niIag-(Sat~urlF;ixe~i) ' 
(IkV) Xa.g-(S+~tl~rnM J2000 j 
(FLxV) n/la,g-(Siit;tr ~rnMJ20O0Ec) 
(RxT.3 Ail ag-(Urui~isFixed) 
(K;vLVj&Iag~(U~~uinsXdJ'20O0) 


















(ELXV) -X-(h?ouaVI J2000Eq) 
(RxV) X-(Kep tu11eFixed) 
(HxV) X_(Nept1ineMJ2000Ec) 
( k V )  X.-(Nept.llneMJ2(jQOEq) 
( ~ t x ~ ) ~ . ~ - ( ~ l i . l t o ~ i x e d )  
(PkV) ;Y-(PhrtoM J2000Ecj 
(RsV) -X-(Pl;lt,oMJ20OOEq) 









(P3xV) Z - ( M m M  J2000Ec) 
(RxV) -Z- jMarsM J2000Eq) 
(PLxV) -Z- (MercmyFlxed) 
(%V) -Z-(Mc31-~11ryMJ2000Ec) 
(RxV)-%-(A4ercllryM.J2OOOEq) 
(RxV) Z - ( M o o x ~ F ~ e ~ l )  
(RxV)-Z-(ILIoodlI J2000Ei:) 
iRx'C~)!")Z-~Moo~A~~J2OOUEq~ 
( k V )  -Z-(Nept~wu.leFixed) 




(RxV) -Z-(Phitt ~h/l32OQOEq) 
(RxV) -Z-(SntunFixed) 
(IlxV) -Z..(Sizt,urnMJ2C1000E(:) 








(RxV) Z-(Veui~Fixed j 
(RYV) -Z-('CTi3ni~M J2000'E.c) 
































Vec tor Dec-(S ;~tui:nFixed) 
































Vector XA-(PlutoM J2000Eq) 
Vector~-(Satu11:nFi~ed) 
Vcc tor-Rl..(S;~t.uriXJ2001lEc) 










\Je~:tor .RA..jl~erti.~skl J3000Eq.) 
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D.4.8 Coordinate Systems: Central Body Inertial Elements 































D -4.10 Axes Elements 
D.4.11 Coordinate System Elements 
Eaxth-GSE Earth-CSM 
D.4.12 Vectors Elements 
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0 .5 .  BPORT STYLES 
D.5 Report Styles 
D.6 Scripts Used 
The main script used with STK is the STK-Repr0pagate.m Platlab script. STK-Repr0pagate.m connects 
to STK, propagates satellites in the scenario, generates reports, and outputs performance run times. The 
STKRepropagate script was designed to reduce the time it took to generate STK report files, after modifica- 
tions to the STK scenario were made, and obtain accurate STK run times. 




[INSERT explanation of how the FF scenarios were setuip] 
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